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Message from PSE&G

To Develop the State of New Jersey and
Make It a Better Place to Live

For more than 100 years, PSEG has played an essential role in providing the energy to
fuel New Jersey’s economy and enhance the quality of life for the state’s residents.
The building of the electricity grid has been called one of the greatest engineering
feats of the 20th century. This book tells the history of how a modern electric
system took shape and how it has continued to evolve through one improvement
after another, from decade to decade up to the present.
It is a story of strong leadership – and commitment. Today’s PSEG can trace
its origins to 1903, when following a tragic trolley accident, Thomas McCarter
consolidated hundreds of small, struggling transit, gas and electric providers into a
single, stronger entity that could better serve the public. He established the Public
Service Corporation with a clear mission: “To develop the State of New Jersey and
make it a better place in which to live.” That mission – featured in the title of this
book – hasn’t changed.
The story told in these pages is one of innovation as well. PSEG was among the
first public utilities to create a high-voltage transmission system that was efficiently
linked in a network to provide widespread access to reliable energy, and to do so at
reduced cost by achieving economies of scale.
No single company achieved these vast improvements entirely on its own. An
interconnected grid emerged through strong partnerships. This book discusses the
key partnerships that were instrumental in creating the first interstate power pool,
the Pennsylvania-New Jersey Interconnection, in 1927. And it brings the story up to
date with a concluding chapter about today’s PJM, which oversees the transmission
system and wholesale energy market to reliably serve the energy needs of more
than 60 million people across a large multistate region which includes the state of
New Jersey.
Ultimately, this is a remarkable human story of progress achieved through dedication, cooperation and hard work. Here you can read how the first transmission line
to cross New Jersey was built in the 1920s by crews using teams of mules, horses
and oxen to pull wagons loaded with heavy equipment over barely existing roads
– and where there were no roads, literally putting shoulders and backs to metal to
carry a 100-foot tower weighing 12 tons piece by piece to its destination.
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We owe an enormous debt to our predecessors, who overcame countless hurdles
and challenges while sparing no effort to build a system to last. That same
dedication continues to drive us as we strive to meet the evolving energy needs of
our customers and the larger society around us.
Electricity has become increasingly important to support today’s busy lifestyles
and a globally competitive economy. We are moving ahead with a wide range of
infrastructure modernization projects to help maintain and improve the reliable flow
of power to our customers long into the future.
The Susquehanna-Roseland Reliability Project discussed in this book is one of the
largest of these critical projects. It is also another outstanding example of strong
partnerships at work, and I would like to thank our partners in this project, PPL
Electric Utilities. The Susquehanna-Roseland Reliability Project modernizes a
power line first built in the 1920s with the help of pack animals. The new line is
being built with the use of helicopters to aid construction in remote areas and help
reduce impacts on the environment.
The tools in our kit may have changed, but reliability remains fundamental. PSEG
will continue to pursue an aggressive program of major infrastructure improvements to support the high standard of reliable service that is our hallmark. And,
we have begun work on new measures to harden our system and improve resiliency against extreme weather. These investments also have an impact by creating
thousands of good jobs and bolstering New Jersey’s economy.
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INTRODUCTION
Almost all of the electrical power in the United States is supplied to users via
vast miles of interconnected transmission lines. These are interconnected
through three power grids: the Western Interconnect, the Eastern Interconnect,
and the Texas Interconnect. Each of the three grids is further divided by
region and some are controlled by independent Regional Transmission
Organizations (RTO). Each RTO is responsible for ensuring the reliability of
the electric transmission system under its functional control and coordinating
the movement of wholesale electricity within the larger interconnect. The PJM
Interconnection (PJM) is an RTO in the Eastern Interconnect responsible for
all or part of 13 states and the District of Columbia—heavily developed areas
with growing electrical demands. Public Service Electric and Gas Company
(PSE&G)1 is one of the 20 zones or utilities that make up the PJM.

U.S. Electricity
Consumption in 2011

U.S Electricity
Consumption in 1950
1

The modern power grid system in the United States is aging and systems
are becoming overloaded because of high demand. Electricity consumption
in the United States totaled nearly 3,856 billion kilowatt hours (kWh) in 2011,
according to the United States Energy Information Administration. This is
approximately 13 times greater than electricity consumption in 19502 . In the
early part of the twenty-first century, a planning study was undertaken to
forecast transmission needs for the next 15 years in the PJM region. According
to the study, approximately 23 existing power lines in northern New Jersey and
eastern Pennsylvania will become overloaded within 15 years, some exceeding
capacity as early as this 2013. In 2007 the Susquehanna–Lackawanna–
Jefferson–Roseland 500kV circuit was one of three “new major backbone
transmission facilities” approved by the PJM Board to alleviate forecasted

overloads beginning in 2015. In response the
utilities in the PJM are upgrading the existing
electrical system necessary to ensure safe
and reliable service within their power grid.
These upgrades include replacing a historical
230kV transmission line stretching across
Pennsylvania and New Jersey with a new
500kV transmission line. This project is being
undertaken by two utilities in the PJM: PPL
Electric Utilities Corporation (PPL) and PSE&G.
The current 230kV line runs from PPL’s
Susquehanna Substation in Salem Township,
Luzerne County, Pennsylvania, to PSE&G’s
Roseland Switching Station and Substation
in Roseland Borough, Essex County, New
Jersey. The 500kV upgrade will require the
replacement of over 500 towers, approximately
70 percent of which were built between 1925
Figure 1 – PJM Service Area, 2012.
and 1932 as part of the Pennsylvania-New
Jersey Interconnection (PNJ), the predecessor
of the PJM. The PNJ was a 210-mile-long
transmission ring that connected the electricity networks of three independent utility companies: PPL, PSE&G,
and the Philadelphia Electric Company. At the time of its construction, the PNJ was noted as “one of the largest
electric power pools in the world,” integrating large-scale electric utility systems under separate ownership for
the first time in North America3. The PNJ agreement, signed in 1927, and its transmission ring were landmark
accomplishments in American utility history. This is the story of the development of the Roseland to Bushkill
segment of the PNJ Interconnection, completed by Public Service in 1932.
Introduction
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CHAPTER 1

DEVELOPMENT
OF ELECTRICITY
IN AMERICA
AGE OF INNOVATION
Electricity has sparked our curiosity for over two hundred years—think of the experiments
conducted by Benjamin Franklin that produced sparks and electric current. Franklin’s
experiments, however, lacked a practical use. Beginning in the 1800s, new discoveries would
change how we view electricity. In 1800 the electric battery was invented by Italian physicist
Alessandro Volta, which Sir Humphrey Davy, a British chemist and inventor, used to produce
the first continuous arc, thus inventing the first electric light. In 1870 Zénobe Gramme of Belgium
invented an electric generator, the dynamo, that produced direct current. A final element
toward the general application and use of electricity was achieved by Russian engineer Paul
Jablochkoff4, who invented the Yablochkov candle, a light that was powered by the Gramme’s
dynamo with an inverter that supplied alternating current (AC). The first public display of his
electric lighting system took place in Paris in 1877. Jablochkoff, with assistance of Gramme, lit 64
of his arc lamps at the Paris Exposition in 1878.
3

4

By the 1870s the race was on in the United States to develop electric lighting
systems and power sources. The arc lamp developed by Charles Brush
in Cleveland, Ohio, was the first commercially available lighting in North
America. Brush, an electrician at the Cleveland Telegraph Supply Company, is
credited with the creation of the first efficient and complete arc lighting system.
Like its European predecessor, Brush’s arc lamp operated on direct current
(DC) and was powered by a dynamo. The company began manufacturing
the Brush lights in 1878 and changed its name to the Brush Electric Company
of Cleveland. The company was quick to market its lighting system, including
using Brush equipment to illuminate Niagara Falls for one season5.
On the West Coast, the first arc lamps were lit in San Francisco for the nation’s
and the city’s centennial on July 4, 1876. The lamps were the work of Joseph
Neri, a Jesuit priest and professor of natural sciences at St. Ignatius College.
San Francisco was the first city to have a generating station for distribution
of power to its customers, and in 1879 the California Electric Company began
operation with Brush equipment. New York and Philadelphia soon followed
with Brush plants 6.

Direct Current (DC) vs. Alternating Current (AC)
Direct Current or DC, such as the power produced by a battery, solar
cell, or fuel cell, has a positive and a negative terminal. The power always
flows in the same direction between the two terminals.
Alternating Current or AC changes direction, or alternates, 60 times per
second in the United States (50 times per second in Europe). The advantage of AC is that it is relatively easy to change the voltage of the power by
using a transformer. In the United States, the power in a general outlet is
120-volt, 60-cycle, AC current.
The importance lies in the way electricity can be transmitted. Long-distance supply of electricity is most efficient when transmitted at a high
voltage. For the electricity to be used, it has to be converted (or stepped
down) to a lower voltage using a transformer at a substation and before
it is sent through local electric lines. The electricity is stepped down again
before it goes into your home.

5
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While Brush was perfecting his arc lighting system, other American inventors
worked to create lighting and other scientific advances. Thomas Alva Edison,
the most recognized inventor of the light bulb, collected patents filed by others
and conducted experiments to perfect the light bulb. In 1879 Edison had
developed the first “practical light bulb,” the incandescent light, and knew
that a supply of electricity would be required to power the lights7. Edison
envisioned central power stations in cities that would distribute power to city
residents through a single wire: “The same wire that brings the light will also
bring power and heat—with the power you can run an elevator, a sewing
machine, or any mechanical contrivance, and by means of the heat you may
cook your food.”8 The Edison Electric Light Company was established in 1878
with eager investors sponsoring the scientist and his work to develop a system
that would generate and transport electricity. In September 1882 the first
Edison central station opened at Pearl Street in New York City and supplied 85
customers with electricity.
Edison’s genius lay in his plan to distribute electric power and make electricity
available for general public use. The Edison Electric Light Company retained
ownership of the Edison patents and sold licenses to companies to operate
Edison central stations in other cities. By 1888, 185 stations had been licensed
across the country.
Interested in new and commercially viable uses for electricity, Edison explored
more than electric lighting. In 1880 he built the first electric railway at Menlo
Park, New Jersey. The track covered a distance of about a third of a mile, over
which a locomotive successfully pulled three cars.9 Edison expanded his
Menlo Park railway and added more powerful trains to show that electricity
could be used to power railroad trains.
At his lab at Menlo Park, Edison surrounded himself with brilliant young
minds that included Frank Julian Sprague, Samuel Insull, and Nikola Tesla.
Sprague was a U.S. Naval Academy-educated mathematician who developed
one of the first practical electric motors that could be adapted for use with
industrial machinery. Insull became Edison’s personal assistant at the age of
22 and is known for his organizational abilities and business acumen.

Development of Electricity in America
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A gifted electrical engineer from the AustroHungarian Empire, Nikola Tesla began his
career at the Central Telephone Exchange in
Budapest and the Continental Edison Company
in Yugoslavia. On the recommendation of the
European director of Edison’s firms, Edison
brought Tesla on at his lab. Edison, however,
failed to see the value in his young colleagues,
limited what they could work on, and rejected
many of their ideas.10 Tesla left Edison’s employ a
less than a year after starting work there.

Figure 2 – Nicola Tesla

After one year Sprague left Edison’s employment
and a month later patented his electric motor.
Edison’s company had to pay Sprague for the
right to manufacture his invention. Sprague
focused his efforts on power and transportation,
using the income from his electric motors as
the capital for his new venture, an electric
transportation system. He developed improved
electric systems, brakes, and wheel suspension,
all of which were incorporated into his street
railway system. In 1887 he built the first commercial electric streetcar, which,
coincidentally, created a large daytime demand for electricity. By the turn
of the twentieth century, Sprague’s railway company and others across the
country had laid more than 22,000 miles of track, replacing 99 percent of the
horse-drawn streetcars with electric-powered trolleys.11
The last milestone of the nineteenth century was the development of longdistance electricity distribution systems. At the time the power generation
systems used by Edison, Brush, and others were near the point of use, supplying
electricity to specific industries or small areas in cities. At Niagara Falls industry
was powered by water. Jacob Schoellkopf, a German-born entrepreneur and
businessman, acquired the Hydraulic Canal properties at Niagara in 1877;
most of the mills below the falls operated on mechanical power supplied by the
Hydraulic Canal. When Brush proposed using his electric lights to illuminate
the falls in 1881, Schoellkopf suggested use of the water turbines that drove the
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mechanical processes at his mill be used to generate electricity, thereby making
Quigley’s Mill—Power Plant No. 1—one of the earliest hydroelectric plants in
the world. Schoellkopf understood the advantage of electricity over mechanical
power, and the plant became the first producer of commercially available
hydroelectricity, supplying power to the City of Niagara Falls for streetlights and
a street railway, as well as to commercial and individual consumers for lighting
factories and stores. To keep up with increasing demand for electricity, a second
plant was added and Schoellkopf’s Plant No. 2 began operation in 1898.12
The power generated by Schoellkopf’s hydroelectric plants supplied DC
power and served a small geographic area.
This changed when George Westinghouse and
Nikola Tesla proposed their AC system for a new
power plant at Niagara. Schoellkopf’s company
was acquired and reorganized by Edward Dean
Adams, a New York financier, who became the
company president. Shortly after the success of
the Adams Plant, the Schoellkopf plants were
converted to AC. The Adams Plant was considered
“an act of pure technological optimism,” a new
speculative hydroelectric plant backed by several
of the wealthiest men in America and Europe,
including J.P. Morgan, John Jacob Astor, Lord
Rothschild, and William K. Vanderbilt, Jr.13 Adams
was later considered one of the founders of the
electrical industry in America, appearing on the
cover of Time on May 27, 1929.
George Westinghouse was an engineer,
mechanical genius, and prolific inventor who
influenced the growth of the railroads through his
inventions. In 1865 at the age of 19, Westinghouse
obtained his first patent for development of the
rotary engine. Only two years later in 1867, he
invented a device to right derailed rail cars more
easily and in less time; he also created the frog,

Figure 3 – George Westinghouse
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a device used to guide rail cars when switching from one track to another. One
of his greatest achievements was the invention of an air brake system that was
used on both passenger and freight trains. Westinghouse also improved signals
for railroads. Westinghouse was both charismatic and dynamic, and able to
work on a number of projects at the same time. He worked on development
of the “modern-day system of natural gas,” conducted early experiments
on refrigeration, and was one of the pioneers of the electrical industry. But
Westinghouse was not “an inventor of fundamentals” in the field of electricity.
“He invented many useful details, but his great work was in stimulating,
combining, and directing the work of other men.”14 He purchased a number of
patents, including Tesla’s patent for the “polyphase system of alternating current
dynamos, transformers, and motors.” Tesla was a scientific and electrical
prodigy who held many patents and “is credited with discovery of the rotating
magnetic field, the basis of most alternating current machinery.”15
At midnight on November 16, 1896, the first electricity flowed from the Niagara
plant. It sent electricity over transmission lines stretching some 20 miles to the
City of Buffalo, where it provided power for the Street Railway Company. This
was the first time that electricity had been transmitted such a distance.16

Figure 4 – A historical photograph
of the Adams Power Station, Niagara
Falls, New York. The buildings were
designed by the prominent American
architectural firm of McKim Mead
and White.
9
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DEMAND FOR POWER
In the United States electricity emerged as a practical source of energy in the
late nineteenth century. Before electricity was available, industry relied on
waterpower, steam, and fossil fuels such as coal or wood. Likewise, stores and
homes were lit with kerosene or gas and heated by coal, wood, and gas. From
the end of the Civil War through the start of the twentieth century, inventors
and entrepreneurs competed to develop machinery and equipment to use
electricity and to generate and distribute electric power.17
For electricity to attract investors, questions needed to be answered. For
example, who would use electricity and how could new customers be found?
Which form of electricity should be used, AC or DC? Should plants be
centralized to service multiple customers over a wide area or should isolated
facilities serve an individual factory or group of users? Which technology was
best, the incandescent light or the arc lamp? Answering these questions led to
the start of companies we recognize, like Westinghouse and General Electric,
each promoting its own technology.
The emerging electrical industry was highly competitive and the idea of
sending power more than a couple of city blocks was in its infancy. Magazines
touted the accomplishments of Edison, dubbed “The Wizard of Electricity,” and
visitors flocked to great fairs and expositions to see exotic and new scientific
and technological achievements.

plant and had 28 Brush lamps installed in his new store located in the former
Pennsylvania Grand Depot, making it the first department store with electric
lighting. Soon other Philadelphians followed his example.19
For the Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893, the country’s greatest
architects, landscape designers, engineers, and designers were asked to
participate. Known as the White City, Westinghouse and Tesla illuminated
the Court of Honor, the iconic centerpiece of the fair, and created the most
spectacular display the world had seen:
The Columbian Exposition opened on May 1, 1893. That evening,
President Grover Cleveland pushed a button and a hundred thousand
incandescent lamps illuminated the fairground’s neoclassical buildings.
This “City of Light” was the work of Tesla, Westinghouse and twelve
new thousand-horsepower AC generation units located in the Hall of
Machinery. In the Great Hall of Electricity, the Tesla polyphase system
of alternating current power generation and transmission was proudly
displayed. For the twenty-seven million people who attended the fair, it
was dramatically clear that the power of the future was AC. From that
point forward more than 80 percent of all the electrical devices ordered in
the United States were for alternating current.20

Figure 5 – The Agricultural
Building and “Court of Honor” at the
Columbian Exposition in Chicago,
1893. The age of light that Tesla
did so much to bring about was
exemplified in this scene. At nightfall
“stopper” (or Sawyer-Man) lamps
by Westinghouse provided the most
spectacular lighting display the
world had ever seen.

In 1876 the first official World’s Fair in the United States, the Centennial
Exposition, was held in Philadelphia. A focal point of the exposition was the
Machinery Hall, where visitors could marvel at the engineering wonders of
the age such as electric lights, elevators powered by the 1,400-horsepower
Corliss steam engine, the typewriter, the sewing machine, and the mechanical
calculator. Visitors saw Alexander Graham Bell’s telephone, Edison’s
telegraph, and Gramme’s dynamo. To attract attention, the dynamo was
used to create a bright and dynamic display by powering arc lamps.18 The
fair was attended by more than 10 million visitors and greatly influenced
many of them. Among these was John Wanamaker, the merchant prince of
Philadelphia, whose store was one of the first in Philadelphia and one of the
first department stores in the country. Wanamaker became fascinated with
the electric lighting displayed at the Exposition. He bought a generating
11
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The battle between the proponents of direct current, led by Edison, and the
supporters of alternating current, championed by Westinghouse, was one
of the greatest in our industrial history, each aggressively showing how
dangerous the other’s system was. Tesla’s display at the Columbian Exposition
cemented the success of alternating current.21
In one way, however, Edison’s system of power distribution was superior to
that of Westinghouse, because Edison placed his power lines underground.
Initially, a two-wire system was used. Edison Electric introduced the first
underground three-wire system in Brockton, Massachusetts. Imagine, no
electrical utility poles!

Figure 6 – Old Folsom Powerhouse
on the American River, 2006. Built
in the late nineteenth century by the
Livermores with prison labor from
Folsom State Prison, the Folsom
Powerhouse first delivered electricity
to Sacramento in 1895.

Debates during electricity’s infancy continued between supporters of
isolated plants and those advocating central power stations. Financiers like
J.P. Morgan preferred isolated plants. The newly formed General Electric
Company, established in 1892 through the merger of the Edison General
Electric Company and the Thomson-Houston Company, favored small-scale
systems that were inexpensive to make and could be sold for a substantial
profit. In 1892 nearly two-thirds of the nation’s electricity was derived from onesite or isolated generators operated by streetcar companies, industry, and at
commercial buildings.22
In California a similar scenario was taking place,
and eastern manufacturers were quick to offer
their electrical equipment and technical advice.
California engineers soon became involved in
equipment modifications and construction of
power plants. Many of the early power plants and
short-distance point-to-point generation systems
were located east of Sacramento along rivers
flowing down from the High Sierras.

Folsom into an industrial city similar to that of Lowell, Massachusetts. His
plan included a dam on the river and a canal system to supply waterpower
to the city. But before his plan could be realized, it was outmoded by the
development of electric power systems in the East. Inspired by reports of
power transmission experiments and the success of the electric streetcar
in Richmond, Virginia, by Frank Sprague, Livermore’s sons embraced the
new technology and constructed a hydroelectric plant for the generation of
electricity. In 1895 electricity (three-phase alternating current) was transmitted
20 miles to Sacramento where it was converted to direct current for the
streetcars and lower voltage for other customers.23

Figure 7 – Postcard of electric
trolley-powered streetcars in
Richmond, Virginia, in 1923, two
generations after Frank J. Sprague
successfully demonstrated his new
system in 1888.

With each advancement, electricity gained a
foothold, but how could the industry increase
demand—and add new customers? At the turn of
the twentieth century, only one factory in 13 used
electric motors and just one in 20 lamps were lit by
incandescent light bulbs!24 Other than scattered
use by industry, the electric streetcar or trolley
was one of the chief markets for electric power.
On-site or isolated generators supplied twothirds of the electricity for streetcar companies,
commercial buildings, and industry, often during
limited hours.25

Like Niagara, the town of Folsom, located on
the American River northwest of Sacramento,
was known for its waterpower. Moving from
the Northeast to the West Coast, Horatio Gates
Livermore envisioned the transformation of
13
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CHAPTER 2

PUBLIC SERVICE

CORPORATION
1903–1927

Figure 8 – The Public Service Logo representing the three
utilities owned by the company—Gas, Electric, and Traction.
15

CREATION OF PUBLIC SERVICE
A public utility is a business that provides the public with necessities like water,
gas, electricity, natural gas, and telephone service. They can be privately or
publicly owned, but most operate as private businesses. The first public utility
in New Jersey provided gas and began with the start of the Paterson Gas Light
Company and the Newark Gas Light Company, both of which opened in 1847.
Since a public utility generally has a monopoly on the service provided, they
are generally regulated by federal, state, and local governments. Until the 1930s
this regulation was minimal.

Figure 9 – Newark Electric Light &
Power Co., Market Street Plant, 1899

The first electrical utility in New Jersey and the
first “central station” was the Newark Electric
Light and Power Company, incorporated in 1882.
The company offered arc lighting and power for
motors up to five horsepower within one mile of
its Market Street plant, and advertised that they
could “furnish electric light for stores, factories,
and public buildings on the most favorable
terms.”26 Demand grew steadily, and in 1891 the
company added a second plant on the Passaic
River to keep pace with demand. By 1895 Newark
and the surrounding area were serviced by eight
electrical companies. Their territories overlapped,
forcing competition among the companies for a
share of the business.27
Streetcars or trolleys began using electric traction
motors in the 1880s, replacing the less powerful
horses. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, streetcar lines were being swallowed
up by railroads in an effort to control the
transportation industry.
Public Service Corporation 1903-1927
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By 1903 these separate trolley lines, about 96 in total, had been consolidated
throughout the state into 12 large traction companies.28
It was in 1903 that a tragic incident involving a streetcar became the catalyst
for the start of the Public Service empire. The affair was vividly described in
Fortune Magazine:
It began with a tragedy in Newark. The morning of Thursday, February
19, 1903, was a icy morning and there was no sand on the tracks ahead
of Motorman Pete Brady, operating a northbound Clifton Avenue trolley
of the North Jersey Street Railway Co. His car was jammed so tightly
with over 100 children on their way to the Barringer High School that he
could scarcely contort himself enough to turn the long brass handle that
tightened his brake chain. As he started on the down grade at Orange
Street he saw the safety gates go down along the tracks of the Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western Railroad. But without sand to get a grip and
without chance to brake his car there was very little he could do about
it….Peter Brady’s car and the engine of the Lackawanna train reached
Figure 10 – A Public Service railway
promotional brochure from the turn
of the 20th Century.

the crossing at just about the same time. The crash split the trolley in
two. The bottom half stayed on the tracks; the top half was crushed into a
powder of wood and glass.29

Nine children died in the accident and over 20 more were seriously injured.
The tragic scene drew the attention of Newark’s mayor and others. The
accident was the subject of a grand jury inquiry, which “returned indictments
for manslaughter against all seven members of the Executive Committee of
the Board of Directors of the North Jersey Street Railway Co., and against four
employees.” The executive committee represented the Philadelphia company
ownership, consisting of several very prominent Philadelphians associated
with railroading and gas production and supply; they were considered
the leaders in traction finance, controlling companies in New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, New York, Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio. The cases were never
brought to trial because of the legal manipulations of those involved.30

17
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The incident was quickly forgotten; however,
it was revealed that the North Jersey Street
Railway Co. finances were a disgrace—the
value of the stock was diluted, the operation of
the properties dismal, and the finances were
an embarrassment. This discovery caused a
financial panic among investors in New Jersey’s
traction companies.31 To make matters worse, two
of New Jersey’s most important companies at that
time, Prudential Insurance Company of America
and Fidelity Trust Company of Newark, had
substantial investments, including those made
with investors’ money, in the traction companies.
Thomas Nesbitt McCarter, Attorney General of
New Jersey, and son of the Tom McCarter, Sr., a
partner in the law firm McCarter, Williamson &
McCarter, saw a solution to this financial debacle.
Along with his two brothers, Uzal, executive
Figure 11 – The Public Service network of streetcars was composed of more than
manager of the Fidelity Trust and a director of
100 predecessor companies. Ultimately, the system consisted of 900 miles of
Prudential, and Robert, a lawyer at his father’s
electric railway tract that that reached 147 municipalities in New Jersey
firm, Thomas determined that the solution for
the economic stability was to consolidate gas,
electricity, and traction in New Jersey into a single company. This consolidation
made sense because often traction companies already produced their own
power. The state had the right qualities for such a venture: it was located
between New York and Philadelphia, two of the three largest cities in the
country; its area was small; its population was fairly densely distributed;
and its capital, Trenton, was just 34 miles from Philadelphia. In addition, the
commerce between New York and Philadelphia cut across the state, which
facilitated local production, making New Jersey sixth in the nation in value
of products manufactured. McCarter expertly laid out his plan to the railway
company owners, bringing the Philadelphia companies that owned the street
railways in New Jersey on board.

Public Service Corporation 1903-1927
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McCarter suggested that he and a few investors lease the smaller public utility and street railway companies
for an extended period of time (900-999 years) and manage them under one company. The scheme was
intended to streamline operations and provide financial security and encourage reinvestment. As Electrical
World observed, such a consolidation would provide better service “by dealing with operative problems as a
whole instead of in dissociated fragments, and by giving the whole system a financial stability and relieving
it from the hand-to-mouth existence that has been the fate of many a small company.”32 The magazine also
pointed out that linking the formerly independent power stations would make it easier to provide continuous
service to customers.

Thomas Nesbitt McCarter:
Founder of the Public
Service Corporation

McCarter resigned from his position as attorney general, and, with the help of colleagues in addition to his
own money, amassed an initial $10 million. On May 6, 1903, less than 90 days after the tragedy at Newark,
the Public Service Corporation was formed. With the start of the Public Service Corporation of New Jersey
on June 3, the company acquired four street-railway companies and one electrical company in quick
succession. At the age of 35, Thomas Nesbitt McCarter became the company’s first president.32 The motto
of the new company summed up McCarter’s vision: To Develop the State of New Jersey and to Make It a
Better Place to Live.34

On May 6, 1903, the Public Service Corporation was formed.
Thomas N. McCarter (1867-1955) was born in Newark, New Jersey, on October
20, 1867. After graduating from Princeton University in 1888, he studied law at
Columbia Law School. McCarter practiced law in partnership with others and his
own firm from 1891 until 1902, when he withdrew from general practice to accept
the position of general counsel for Fidelity Trust Company of Newark. He served
as judge of the First District Court in Newark from 1896 to 1899, was elected
to the State Senate in 1899, and became state attorney general in 1902. A year
later McCarter resigned as attorney general to become a founder of the Public
Service Corporation and its first president. Public Service was formed through the
acquisition and consolidation of various public utilities spanning the transportation,
gas, and electric sectors. Under McCarter’s leadership Public Service Corporation
and its subsidiaries would become one of the nation’s largest public utilities. He
remained the president of the Public Service companies until 1939, when he
became chairman of the board of directors. In 1945, after more than 40 years, with
the company, McCarter retired at the age of 78. Thomas N. McCarter, who was
known as the “firebrand” of the utility industry, was instrumental in the formation
and growth of the Public Service Corporation.
Figure 12 – Thomas Nesbitt McCarter
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Consolidating the distinct utilities in New Jersey, including transit, electricity, and gas, strengthened the
system and made it more reliable. The acquisition program spearheaded by McCarter continued for
nearly a decade. From 1903 to 1907, Public Service continued to lease public utility companies, make
improvements to their physical plants, and manage them. Public Service’s aggressive acquisition totaled
113 transportation companies and 149 electrical and gas companies.35
In 1903 the electrical interests of Public Service included 20 central power plants, each of which was
independent with no interconnection to one another; its largest generator produced only 1,800 kilowatts.36
Eventually, Public Service would acquire more than 500 gas, electrical, and transportation businesses.37
Initially, profits from the electricity portion of the company came mostly from street lighting as opposed
to domestic consumers. As a result the company, like other utility firms, sought to expand its customer
base by building more infrastructure and creating a unified distribution system. This in turn would
expand areas where electricity was available and the ability to supply future customers with reliable and
affordable power. In 1906 Public Service built its first steam power plant at the Marion (Hackensack River)
Generating Station near Jersey City, which operated at 13,000 kilowatts but was designed for an ultimate
capacity of 64,000 kilowatts. The Marion Generating Station was intended both to relieve the demand
Public Service Corporation 1903-1927
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placed upon Public Service’s other central generating plants and provide a
backup for emergencies.38 By 1927 Public Service’s generating capacity stood
at 575,000 kilowatts.39
Under McCarter’s leadership, Public Service, and later PSE&G, steadily
developed its electricity distribution to create a 13,200-volt transmission system
that was efficiently linked to a network of generating lines and substations.
Inefficient plants were replaced with homogeneous facilities to create a higher
degree of efficiency and reliability, unify the system, and broaden the scale
and distribution of power. The resulting network could produce more electricity
at a reduced cost. All of the plants, with the exception of Morris, Boonton, and
Hoboken, were interconnected by 1906, although most generated electricity at a
maximum of 6,660 volts, which was then stepped up to 13,200 volts.40

the Public Service Gas Company and the Public Service Electric Company,
respectively, just prior to the broadening of the scope of the State Railway
Commission to be the New Jersey State Board of Public Utility Commissioners
(PUC).41 Separating each division into individual management companies
effectively excluded the parent company from regulation by the new board
of public utility commissioners; the PUC could review the activities of each
individual management company, but the activities of the holding company—
Public Service Corporation of New Jersey—could not be scrutinized.42

Figure 13 – The Marion Generating
Station in Jersey City, Public
Service’s first large electrical plant,
which started operation in 1906.

New Jersey began oversight of utilities with the New Jersey State Railroad
Commission in 1907, followed by the Board of Public Utility Commissioners in
1910. In response to the creation of regulatory bodies that would oversee each
aspect of its business, Public Service Corporation divided its services into three
entities between 1907 and 1910. It created the Public Service Railway Company
in 1907, in direct response to New Jersey’s establishment of a State Railroad
Commission that year. Similarly, in 1909 and 1910, Public Service incorporated

Utilities
A public utility (usually just utility) is a business that provides an everyday necessity to the public at large. The term utility applies to services such as
electricity, natural gas, water, and sewage. Telephone services and telecommunications, as well as mass transit, airlines, and railroads, can be included within
the definition and either are or have been subject to regulation. Utilities can be publicly or privately owned, but most are private businesses.
The concept of public utilities developed as small local competing suppliers were consolidated into much larger companies at the turn of the twentieth
century. Generally, these businesses had a monopoly on the services provided, meaning that one company had sole operation of the utility within a given area.
More than one provider could not build its own infrastructure through the territory of another, and the infrastructure required to produce and deliver a product
such as electricity or water is very expensive to build and maintain. As a result utilties came to be considered natural monopolies, whereby society can be best
served by a single supplier.
In return for the special rights and privileges they were granted as single suppliers, public utilities became obligated to provide consumers with good service
at reasonable, stable prices. Utilities are now subject to forms of public control and regulation, ranging from local community-based groups to statewide public
utility commissions.
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PURSUING THE ELECTRICITY MARKET

Early Electric Generation Facilities and Capacities

With a near monopoly on the traction business in the state, Public Service’s
primary source of income was from their streetcar railways, followed by their
gas business. Gas remained dominant over electricity through 1915; electricity
receipts didn’t overtake the revenue from traction until 1922.43
Like the electric railways, public electricity distribution required huge
investments for steam engines, dynamos, wires to carry current, and poles
to carry the wires. Customers were difficult to come by—gas was still the
primary source for lighting and manufacturers were reluctant to invest in
electric motors to power their machinery.44
Public Service established its service area in New Jersey within a decade of its
start. The electrical business was expanding at a rate of about 11 percent per
year. General inefficiency and the cost of keeping up with innovations spurred
the movement away from individual plants. Slowly companies abandoned
their power stations to purchase electricity at reduced rates.45 By the start of
World War I, Public Service Electric Company faced frustrating shortages of
both materials and manpower. Coal to operate their generating stations had
to be purchased on the open market and the company experienced delays of
new equipment. Unable to keep up with increasing demands, the company
refused new applications for power not related to the war effort.46
Changes to the myriad of generating stations acquired by Public Service were
skillfully orchestrated. In 1906, just three years after its formation, the company
established its first parallel operation by connecting the Marion, Coal Street,
and Secaucus plants so that they ran as a single unit. The electricity from
the three stations was pooled, which increased reliability and provided cost
savings. Station or individual generators could be brought on line or switched
off in response to changing demand. Thus parallel operation became the
practice across Public Service. Public Service quickly reconfigured its
electricity assets to make them more profitable, substations were reorganized,
new facilities added, and old ones abandoned or put to another use.47
A similar process had already been started in the central part of the state by a
previous owner when that electrical company was acquired by Public Service
in 1905. Metuchen was developed as a central station that supplied a series
23
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* reflects the addition of an 11,250 kW generator in 1915.

of substations, a process that Public Service continued under its ownership.
The problem was that the Metuchen plant could not become a major station
because of issues with the water supply. Water was used in the boilers to
produce steam and in the condensers. The ground water supplied by wells
was too hard for boiler use, and water flow from a nearby brook proved
insufficient for cooling. City water was purchased and a cooling tower built,
but this too was not adequate in warm weather. In 1911 a new 9,000-kilowatt
station was built in Perth Amboy and subsequently enlarged, and the smaller
3,000-kilowatt Metuchen station was closed in 1921.48
Public Service opened its new Burlington station in 1914 and replaced five small,
obsolete stations. The following year, its 6,000-kilowatt capacity was increased
by the addition of an 11,250-kilowatt steam turbine generator. The Essex plant
began operation in 1915, outfitted with a single 22,500-kilowatt generator.49
By 1916 it was apparent that the existing 13,200-volt network was no longer
adequate. Public Service began to upgrade their system in response to the
rapid development within their territory. The company established its first
26,000-volt circuit in 1917 between Elizabeth and Metuchen. However, the war
greatly delayed system-wide upgrades. Following the end of World War I,
Public Service was committed to improving its distribution lines and made plans
Public Service Corporation 1903-1927
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to construct a 132,000-volt system and convert its one- and two-phase service
to three-phase. The need for system expansion was reiterated in the company
reports in 1922 and appropriations made to accomplish the work. Public Service
continued to devote resources to expand its larger central stations.50

Figure 14 – Kearny Electric Station
nearing end of construction in 1925

In 1923 Public Service began construction of its largest generating station.
Located on the Hackensack River on a 105-acre site in the New Jersey
Meadowlands, the Kearny plant was the first major project of the newly
formed Public Service Production Company. The production company was
established in 1922 as a separate corporation from the electrical division to
handle design and construction throughout the Public Service network. The
Meadowlands site was midway between the Marion and Essex generating
plants, and consisted of marshland that was often partially submerged during
high tide. Construction of the new Kearny plant would prove challenging.

To support the massive structure with its five large generators and 15 boilers,
22,000 piles had to be driven into the soft ground. Twelve thousand tons of
steel, seven million bricks, and large quantities of concrete topped the piles
to build what would be one of the largest and most efficient steam-electric
generation stations in the world.51 Kearny was built and designed in two
sections and finished in 1926.52 The plant featured five turbo-generators in the
first section powered by coal-generated steam boilers, which increased the
overall capacity of the system by approximately 205,100 kilowatts. The Kearny
plant which had its own 132kV substation and connected to both the Essex and
Marion stations through 132,000-volt transmission lines, gave Public Service
a combined generating capacity of approximately 504,000 kilowatts and was
one of the largest and most efficient generating units in the United States.53
In 1926, while the Kearny Generating Station was in its first year of operation,
Electrical World praised its economy and reliability and Public Service’s
system-wide investments to ensure “continuous service” to its customers.54
Public Service had 33 generating stations in 1911, but by the 1920s this number
had been reduced to four large plants: Kearny, Essex, Marion, and Burlington.
The transition was immensely important. The four generators produced
two billion kilowatt-hours of power, compared with the power generated
previously by the 33 facilities, which was less than one-third billion kilowatthours. A fifth power plant at Perth Amboy was retained as a back-up unit.55
After 1918 war-related industry was replaced by other industrial activities and
the demand for home use of electricity increased greatly. Appliances such as
the refrigerator, washing machine, vacuum cleaner, radio, and phonograph,
many of which could be purchased or leased from Public Service, began to
become popular. In 1899, 75 percent of gas produced nationally was used for
lighting, but by 1919 only 20 percent of gas was used for lighting. Gas became
the fuel for domestic heating, hot water, and preferred for kitchen ranges
(where gas was available).56 Electrical World claimed that “Power, in the
form of electricity, has worked an economic revolution in the country”; stating
that it was a “social force” that had “introduced a new standard of living in
American homes.”57
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CHAPTER 3

POOLING POWER:
NEW JERSEY AND BEYOND

WAR AND PEACE: WORLD WAR I AND AFTER
By the start of World War I, power consumption in the United States was on the
rise; however, the war and resulting defense industry needs created a spike
in demand for which the electrical industry was not prepared. To compensate
for this heightened demand for electricity, generating plants were built by
both private utilities and the government. Between the spring of 1917 and the
end of the war in the fall of 1918, the United States had increased its electricgenerating capacity by approximately 10 percent. But even this increase in
capacity wasn’t enough to meet the demands of consumers and the defense
industry. Concerns remained regarding impending power shortages in
case the war continued. At the same time, utility companies had difficulty
obtaining equipment and funding to maintain and expand their generating
capacity, fuel was more difficult to come by, and government assistance was
not forthcoming. In 1917 a government survey of existing electrical generating
stations was conducted to determine excesses, shortages, and areas that
could be more efficiently served. This survey, in part, informed the Emergency
Power Bill of 1918, which addressed anticipated power shortages nationwide
and encouraged, through varying incentives and even Congressional
mandates, the interconnection of private power generating plants.58
27

Figure 15 – Public Service in 1932
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The war had accomplished one important
milestone: it “had proved the advantages of
electricity, particularly as generated by the large
economical, and readily adaptable, central
station.”59 Public Service suffered from steep
increases in demand and obstacles in securing
equipment, fuel, and labor, but its neighbors also
felt the same pressures. In 1918 rumors circulated
of government construction of huge coal-fired
plants in Pennsylvania for transmission of
electricity over high-tension lines to Philadelphia
Electric and to Public Service of New Jersey.
Figure 16 – Rendering of the Burlington Generating Station, 1940
Dubbed “The Pennsylvania Plan,” the concept of
large generating stations in Pennsylvania’s coal country lacked an essential
element—there wasn’t sufficient water available to supply steam for plants of
the size being proposed. Other proposals and rumors suggested government
takeover of generating stations in the industrialized cities, putting them under
the same type of federal control as the railroads. In 1919 the War Industries
Board, established by President Woodrow Wilson in 1917 to coordinate
purchasing of war supplies, would send such a bill to Congress.60
One solution would come in the form of interconnections between utility
companies to pool power.

By 1920 the advantages of pooling power
tied to large generating stations were clear.
According to the industry publication, Electrical World, prior to World War
I interconnection was rare only because utilities were able to meet their
local requirements. During the war and immediately following, the idea of
interconnection became more favorable as a cost-effective way to increase
capacity. Under the leadership of Bernard Baruch, the War Industries
Board examined the efficiency and capacity of war-related materials and
production, which included a survey of electric power generation.
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The survey identified interconnection of existing power stations and
utilities with complimentary load and diversity factors as a way to increase
effectiveness. The resulting Emergency Power Bill of 1918 provided provisions
to resolve shortages of power for necessary war industries and powers
over contracts and interconnections of private utility systems. Although the
Emergency Power Bill forced some private interconnections, in the years
following the war, the industry initiated voluntary interconnections between
private utilities.61
Early on, companies in Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut,
and Rhode Island began pooling power.62 In the 1920s three utilities in
Connecticut and Massachusetts agreed to share the cost of the construction of
a 66kV transmission line that would connect their systems. Each utility agreed
to purchase electricity from the least expensive generating plant and split the
savings from the interconnection at the end of each month. This agreement
was an early example of separate electric utilities voluntarily cooperating and
sharing revenue for a transmission project, which likely influenced the later
PNJ agreement.63
During the 1920s there was an increase in the number of investor-owned
utilities in the United States and an expansion in the construction of power
generation plants and transmission and distribution lines. Mergers and
acquisitions of utilities proliferated. One estimate is that 560 companies
were involved in mergers during 1925.64 By 1925 most towns in the United
States with populations of greater than 5,000 had access to a central electric
generation service; this accounted for most of the urban areas in the country.
But at that time the majority of the country’s population continued to reside in
towns of less than 5,000 people or in rural areas without access to an electrical
system. In the mid-1930s only 11 percent of the farms in the United States had
access to electricity; in Pennsylvania 94 percent of the state’s rural households
were without electricity.65 Subsequent developments in the electric power
industry would lead to more diverse distribution systems that would provide
dependable power, greater efficiency, and a reduction in operation costs.
These networks also enabled an extension of the electrical system into areas
formerly under-served or not served by an existing electrical company in rural
areas where companies perceived too little return on their investment.66

11%
US Farms with Electricity in
the mid-1930’s

94%
Pennsylvania Rural
Households without
Electricity in the mid-1930’s
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The idea of interconnecting transmission systems and generating plants for
economical and efficient use during wartime spawned an ideological debate
on how best to interconnect power systems most efficiently throughout the
United States. In the 1920s two primary concepts central to the expansion of
the electric power industry resulted from the lessons of World War I—the ideas
of Giant Power (large pools of power, like the sources of supply in the state of
Pennsylvania) and Superpower (interchange of power between public utility
systems throughout the country). The differences between these two concepts
centered on methods of generation and distribution of power, i.e., public versus
private ownership and social versus economic needs.67

GIANT POWER
Gifford Pinchot became governor of Pennsylvania in 1923 and appointed Morris
Llewellyn Cooke director of his Giant Power Survey Board. Cooke returned to
the previously explored but futile concept of large coal-fueled plants to supply
power at the mine head. Pinchot embraced Cook’s studies, stating:
Giant power proposes to bring electricity in a cheaper and more reliable
form than ever before to every home, every farm, every factory, every mine,
every consumer of power in the state…The power stations will be located
at the very mouths of the mines and the current there produced will be
transmitted to every hamlet and every home throughout the state…”68

Whereas Giant Power advocated large mine-mouth generating plants away
from the industrial and urban centers and the transmission of power over
long distances, the Superpower system suggested that local and regional
utilities would expand and interconnect their growing web of transmission
lines, building their own large-capacity generating plants for the supply of
electricity over large areas.
The debate had been ongoing since World War I—studies were undertaken,
conferences convened, reports written, and committees formed. A symposium
on super-plants and electrical transmission was held at the midwinter
convention of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers held in February
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1920 in New York City. Led by W.S. Murray, a consulting engineer, emphasis
was placed on “the enormously increasing power demand, the shortage of
power available, the decreasing supply of fuel, the congestion of railroads and
the present financial loss due to wasteful use of coal that can only be offset
by generation of power in super-power plants connected by super-power
transmission lines.”69 The idea was that a superpower zone (we would call this
a power grid) of interconnected utilities could provide abundant, cost-efficient
power to cover a wide area. The plan included powering the railroads, which
would then be able to carry larger quantities of goods, since they wouldn’t
need the space to carry coal to fire their boilers.
Murray had been commissioned by the Department of the Interior to study
the Northeastern power zone. In 1921 Murray produced A Superpower
System for the Region Between Boston and Washington, on the status
of electric power in the region. Murray is credited with creating the term
Superpower. By 1924 the Northeastern Super-power Committee, headed
by Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover, had been formed and a report
completed to assess the feasibility of a superpower system for the area of
New England and Mid-Atlantic States.70
The concept of Giant Power came to a close with the end of Pinchot’s term
as governor. Like the Giant Power plan, the Superpower plan did not gain
acceptance; nevertheless, the electric power industry continued to pursue the
establishment of a more efficient transmission and distribution system, and the
idea of interconnection emerged at the core of its pursuit.

POOLING POWER
The years of World War I had not been easy for Public Service of New Jersey.
Public Service Electric struggled to maintain their output and manage demands
that often outstripped capacity and reserves. One of the most telling examples
happened during the blizzard of January 1918. Large amounts of snow fell and
rivers filled with ice. In New Jersey Public Service’s Burlington Plant, the largest
in the state at the time, had to shut down because of a lack of coal. The city of
Camden as well as the utility’s southern service area lost power.71
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After the war Public Service renewed its expansion plans, upgrading existing
plants and starting construction of their largest generating station, the Kearny
Plant on the Hackensack River. The same week that the company broke
ground to mark the start of construction of the new plant, they also put into
service a new underground cable located beneath the Delaware River. The
cable connected Public Service’s still independent southern area with the
Philadelphia Electric Company. The contract between the two companies
provided an agreement for Public Service to purchase electricity from its
Pennsylvania neighbor and marked their first interstate power agreement.72
The agreement between Public Service of New Jersey and Philadelphia Electric
Company was a temporary solution. The utilities continued to look for better
alternatives for building their power capacity and distribution, and increasing
their customer base without investing additional capital for large generating
plants. One month after the Superpower conference, three companies—the
Philadelphia Electric Company, Public Service Electric & Gas (PSE&G), and
Pennsylvania Power & Light Company (PP&L, later PPL)—initiated their own
study of the potential benefits of pooling power among their systems. Professor
Malcolm MacLaren of Princeton University’s electrical engineering department
was hired by the three utilities to study the load diversity in the various
areas served by each company. MacLaren’s report, completed in 1924 using
projected usage data for 1925, concluded that the power companies could save
approximately $2.8 million through interconnection.73
The promising findings of the report resulted in the formation of a committee
to study the particulars of interconnection among the three companies
more thoroughly. That committee presented reports in 1925 and in 1927.
At the same time the companies were making plans to improve their own
generating capacity. Public Service’s Kearny Plant was already under
construction, and the Pennsylvania utilities were making plans to increase
their generation capabilities.
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PENNSYLVANIA NEIGHBORS
By 1923 the Philadelphia Electric Company owned 12 generators with a total
capacity of over 300,000 kilowatts. Its largest plant at the time of construction
was Schuylkill Station A-2, whose first 30,000-kilowatt generator was brought
into service in the fall of 1915. A 35,000-kilowatt turbine was added a few
months later. It soon became very evident the demands of the war-related
industrial development required a large more efficient plant. In 1916 land was
purchased 14 miles from the Schuylkill plants for a new station, with a planned
capacity of 120,000 kilowatts. It began generation with two 30,000-kilowatt
generators. Almost immediately, Philadelphia Electric made plans for
another generation station, purchasing the former Neafie & Levy shipyard
in Kensington as the site for the Delaware Station. It opened in 1920 with a
generation capacity of 60,000 kilowatts.74 Satisfying demand was clearly a
paramount issue, but an added problem was obtaining sites that were large
enough to accommodate both the generating stations and space to store
large amounts of coal needed for fuel. As with the Kensington site, which was
located on eight and one-half acres and had 450 feet of river frontage, they
sought locations around the city but were not limited to the Philadelphia area.
During World War I the federal government discussed with Philadelphia
Electric the possibility of developing a power plant on the Susquehanna
River in the Conowingo area of Maryland, just three miles south of the
Pennsylvania border. The idea, however, was put on hold because of
economic considerations both during and after the war. In 1921 the idea of a
generating station at Conowingo was revived.75 The options were carefully
studied—feasibility, cost, acquisition, and approvals—along with the
conditions under which a Pennsylvania company could take on the Maryland
project. In 1926 Philadelphia Electric acquired the property and rights of
the Susquehanna Power Company. The project, which involved damming
a navigable waterway, required approval by Federal Power Commission;
approval was also required by the states of Maryland and Pennsylvania.
Construction began in March 1926 on the Susquehanna River. This would
be Philadelphia Electric Company’s first hydroelectric generating station.
The company hosted a grand official inspection in June the following year.
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On the other hand Philadelphia Electric’s low consumer demand for electricity in
the early morning hours would not require the large amount of power generated
by the plant in fast or slow river flow, which would result in a loss of energy. The
Conowingo project was designed specifically in anticipation of interconnection
with other systems to use the large yet variable capacity more efficiently by
interconnecting with other plants that would handle the additional load.
Construction began in 1926, and two years later power was transmitted from
Conowingo to the Plymouth Meeting Substation northwest of Philadelphia.78
In 1927 Philadelphia Electric’s generating capacity was 570,000 kilowatts; by
the time the Conowingo Plant was brought on line, Philadelphia Electric’s
generating capacity had increased to 820,000 kilowatts.79

Figure 17 – Postcard, Conowingo
Hydro-electric Development
of the Philadelphia Electric
Company system, ca. 1930. View
of Conowingo Dam, owned by the
Philadelphia Electric Company.
Located on the Susquehanna River,
65 miles south of Philadelphia
on U.S. Route 1. From an original
painting by Daniel Garber.
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“Special trains from Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington brought in one
hundred and fifty prominent men” to attend the auspicious occasion.76 With a
generating capacity of 252,000 kilowatts, the Conowingo Hydroelectric Power
Plant ranked second in terms of generating capacity; only the Niagara Falls
Adams Power Plant was larger.77
Although the Conowingo Dam project was comparable to the Niagara Falls
hydroelectric plant, Conowingo’s location on the Susquehanna River was
somewhat problematic because the river flow varied throughout the year.
During certain times of the year, including the summer, the Susquehanna
River has a lower flow, resulting in less power generation, which could result
in customer demand exceeding the capacity of the plant.
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Pennsylvania Power & Light Company, the newest of the three companies,
was established in 1920 through the merger of eight smaller companies in
the Lehigh Valley and northeastern Pennsylvania. By 1923 the Pennsylvania,
New York and New Jersey Power Company had been absorbed by PP&L.
As it happened, the acquisition included extensive acreage along the
Wallenpaupack Creek, permit approval, and plans to build a dam and power
plant on the Wallenpaupack. Having acquired the Wallenpaupack project,
PP&L hired the Electric Bond and Share Company
(EBASCO) to update the design plans. On May 1,
1924, construction began on the dam that would
provide water to the new power plant and create
Lake Wallenpaupack on the border between
Pike and Wayne counties along the falls of the
Wallenpaupack Creek, south of its confluence
with the Lackawaxen River. Construction of the
dam resulted in the creation of the largest manmade lake in Pennsylvania. This 5,800-acre lake
extends approximately 13 miles with nearly 52
miles of shoreline.80

Figure 18 – Wallenpaupack
Hydroelectric Plant, ca. 1925. While
the dam was under construction
three and a half miles away,
the seldom seen Wallenpaupack
Hydroelectric Station and its tall
surge tank were taking shape down
at Kimbles. Smoke from many steam
engines obscures detail in the center
of the photo.

Operators opened the dam gates to start filling
the flow line of the Wallenpaupack Hydroelectric
Plant on April 26, 1926. A large wooden flume,
14 feet in diameter, was constructed to supply
Pooling Power - New Jersey and Beyond
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water from the lake to the Wallenpaupack (sometimes referred to as Kimbles)
Hydroelectric Plant. The plant was located a short distance from the dam
above the Lackawaxen River, cut into the hillside. Both generators at the
facility were placed into operation on June 3, 1926.81 Standing like a sentinel
high above the plant is a 2.4 million-gallon surge tank, known as the Green
Goose because it is painted green.82

Walter H. Johnson summed up the arrangement:
No interconnection designed for the transmission of such large blocks of
energy and involving companies operated by financially independent
interests has ever before been attempted. It is estimated that there will be
a saving in generating equipment of approximately 450,000 horsepower,
resulting in a net saving of many millions of dollars.…85

In anticipation of the proposed interconnection, Philadelphia Electric
constructed 220kV transmission lines from Conowingo to the substation at
Plymouth Meeting, several miles northwest of Philadelphia in the Schuylkill
Valley. From there, lines were installed to connect to Philadelphia and the
Philadelphia Electric system.
When the companies first began to look at the possibility of a three-company
pool of power, the northern and southern divisions of PSE&G were not
interconnected. Only the southern section had a connection with Philadelphia
Electric. Neither PSE&G nor Philadelphia Electric was interconnected with
PP&L. The area served by the companies was highly adaptable to a regional
interconnection. Public Service and Philadelphia Electric both served
territories with large urban centers, and the southern portion of the Public
Service’s territory lacked adequate generation. Both companies had peak
loads (the greatest demand) at the same time of day and year. The PP&L
service area consisted of industry and small industrial towns, which resulted
in peak need for power at different times of the day and year than the urban
environment of its neighbors.83
On September 16, 1927, the three utility companies—Philadelphia Electric,
Public Service Corporation of New Jersey, and Pennsylvania Power & Light
Company—officially entered into an agreement that established the threemember Pennsylvania-New Jersey Interconnection, the PNJ. The contract was
signed by Water H. Johnson, president of Philadelphia Electric Company;
Thomas N. McCarter, president of Public Service; and Sidney Z. Mitchell,
chairman of the board of PP&L.84 The companies were to be connected by a
ring of 220,000-volt transmission lines.

The New York Times announced the groundbreaking agreement on its front
page with the headline: “Biggest Power Pool to Serve 2 States.” The article
observed that the new “superpower system” would cover “the industrial
districts and main cities of New Jersey and, with the exception of Pittsburgh,
most of the important cities in Pennsylvania.” The article also stated that the
new interconnection would make possible “diversification, dependability and
concentration of power on an enormous scale.”86

What is Interconnection?
•

Interconnection is a formal agreement between utilities for the pooling of power.

•

Interconnection is a series of connected high-voltage transmission lines and substations.

•

The Interconnection coordinates the integrated generation, transmission, and distribution systems between two or more utilities.

•

Interconnection provides for the economical and reliable distribution of power across large areas.

•

Interconnection is responsive to fluctuations in customer type and demand.

•

The PNJ Interconnection involves the supply of bulk power to the utility companies in the pool and not the direct distribution to the customer. Local
distribution is undertaken by the individual utilities.

Figure 19 – The New York Times Power Pool Newspaper Clipping, c. 1927
37
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CHAPTER 4

CONSTRUCTION

& INNOVATION

BUILDING THE PNJ

The ability to form such a large pool of power and build high-voltage
transmission lines between the two states was just becoming possible at the
time the tri-state PNJ was formed. In his history of PP&L, Bill Beck writes that
“technological solutions to the problems of large-scale interconnection either
[were] in place or on the horizon” when PP&L, Philadelphia Electric, and
Public Service began moving toward a formal power pooling arrangement.87
The three companies of the PNJ were to be linked through a loop of 220kV
trunk lines that formed a ring about 210 miles in length. By standards of the
late 1920s, these high-voltage lines supplied a “state-of-the-art” network of
electrical power transmission. The Interconnection’s ring of power was shaped
like a “lopsided diamond” described by one author as a baseball diamond
with substations and switching stations where the bases would be:
Home plate was at Plymouth Meeting, Pa., near Philadelphia [where
connection was made with the Conowingo Plant]; first base at Roseland,
N.J. (from which lines ran to Essex, Marion, and Kearny); second base at
Bushkill, Pa., across the Delaware north of Stroudsville [where connection
was made to the Wallenpaupack Plant]; and third base at Siegfried, Pa.,
near Allentown. 88
39
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Each partner agreed to build transmission lines to connect to the other
two partners, splitting the costs three ways, and each was responsible for
the equipment and infrastructure in their specific service area. Under the
Interconnection agreement each utility could construct any type of structure
to carry the high-voltage lines within certain limits. Each tower had to
sustain a 220kV line and be compatible with each of the other member’s
systems. As a result the towers constructed by each utility were similar in
design with slight variations.90

Figure 20 – Pennsylvania—New
Jersey Interconnection, 1929.

In New Jersey PSE&G was responsible for constructing two lines making
up two sides of the diamond. One extended southwest from the Roseland
Switching Station to Lambertville at the border between Pennsylvania and
New Jersey where it continued to Philadelphia Electric’s Plymouth Meeting
Substation (first base to home plate). The second extended west from the
Roseland Switching Station to the border of Pennsylvania and New Jersey
near PP&L’s Bushkill transition point (first base to second base). PP&L was
responsible for the line that connected their Wallenpaupack hydroelectric
station with their Siegfried Substation (located north of Allentown) by way of
a transition point at Bushkill, where it met the PSE&G system (second base
to third base). PSE&G constructed the lines as far as the Delaware River and
the boundary between New Jersey and Pennsylvania. Crossing the river,
Philadelphia Electric and PP&L continued the line to its intersection with
their line. Philadelphia Electric was responsible for the construction of the
transmission lines that connected their hydroelectric plant in Conowingo to
their Plymouth Meeting Substation and from the Plymouth Meeting Substation
to PP&L’s Siegfried Substation (home plate to third base).91 In 1928 the
estimated cost of the “entire project” was $26 million.92
In the 1920s construction was as dependent on manpower as machine power.
Each component—power plants, substations, and the transmission lines—
required lots of human labor. Large numbers of workers were often brought in
and housed for the duration of a project.93
Of the two legs constructed by PSE&G to connect with the Pennsylvania
utilities, the company reported that construction of the Bushkill to Roseland
line “involved more varied engineering difficulties than any other feature of
the interconnection project.”94 The line stretched through some of the most
41
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challenging terrain in New Jersey, described as “wild and all but impassable
mountainous country.”95 To the west, camps were built at Stillwater and
Millbrook to house workers. This was a formidable, rural landscape above
the Delaware River through the Kittatinny Mountains and the New Jersey
Highlands, which was inaccessible at many times during the year when the
narrow, dirt roads became impassible during bad weather.

Figure 21 – Crew at Stillwater Camp,
the housing for men who worked on
the Bushkill to Roseland Portion of
the PNJ Transmission Line.

Dubbed “the cussed Sussex link” by the linemen, building the Bushkill to
Roseland line meant crossing 45 miles of rugged terrain where “hundreds
of tons of steel and construction equipment [had to be] hauled over rough
country and up mountain sides, at times almost perpendicular; plank roads
and narrow gauge railways [had to be] built to carry men and materials
across swampy land.” Trails were blazed through forests, corduroy roads
built across soft ground, and solid trap rock, granite, and boulders excavated
for foundations.96

Figure 22 – Stillwater Camp Mess
Hall, 1928.

The task was accomplished by the field engineers and a large number
of workmen from PSE&G’s Electric Distribution Department. Locating a
workforce close to the route of the new transmission line was the best way to
ensure that the men could get there to build the towers. These men included
“steel men or ‘top men,’ who erected the towers, ground men, laborers,
linemen, tractor and truck operators and ‘powder monkeys,’ who handled the
dynamite.” Field engineers and foremen supervised the work.
43
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Figure 23 – Stillwater Camp Sleeping
Quarters, 1928.

All of the men, whether Southerners far from home or linemen from Newark,
workman, engineer or foreman, lived in camps at Stillwater or Millbrook
during construction of the Roseland to Bushkill line. The Stillwater camp
had facilities to house 40 men, and Millbrook could house 20 men. These
“Rag Cities” were needed, especially in Millbrook, because the roads in that
section were “nearly impassable,” making the movement of laborers nearly
impossible. The accommodations consisted of four-man regulation army tents
with wood siding built on wood floors. Each contained a table, coal stove, and
four cots. The stoves were stoked throughout the night by a watchman. The
camps had kitchens and a mess hall or tent where the men were provided
hardy meals prepared by a cook. The larger of the two camps, Stillwater
included several luxuries, such as electric lighting and a bathroom with a tub
and a stove to heat hot water, although water had to be brought from a spring
a mile away. With these few creature comforts at the camps, the men also
had to be vigilant, encountering a variety of dangerous wildlife daily. At the
Stillwater camp, linemen killed over 27 rattlesnakes.97
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At one point, the impassable swamps

Figure 24 – Plank roads and narrow gauge railways were built to transport supplies
and equipment to construction sites.

necessitated the building of a narrowgauge railway to carry supplies. And at

The men began their
day at eight o’clock
in the morning,
traveling by truck or
by foot to the right-ofway and tower sites.
Prior to construction,
the ground was
cleared of all trees,
rocks, stumps, and
underbrush the full
150-foot width of the
right-of-way. After
clearing the land,
four holes were
sunk into the ground
and the four tower
legs inserted as a
foundation. Steel
to build the towers
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had to be hauled over steep grades. The men
who built the towers, described as a “tough and
experienced lot,” faced challenges posed by
the environment. The path of the line extended
through “such a nightmarish array of swamp,
mountain, rock and ravine, especially in Sussex
County, that they called it ‘the cussed Sussex
link.”’ When trucks were unable to haul the heavy
lengths of steel to a tower site, dray teams of
mules, horses, and oxen, along with wagons, were
hired from local farmers to pack equipment in. So
difficult was the terrain that other measures had
to be taken:

another site, in Morris County, the linemen

Figure 25 – Topmen hanging steel on the Roseland-Bushkill line.

were obliged to haul the steel themselves
for the last 500 yards. Putting shoulders
and backs to metal, they carried an entire
100-foot tower, weighing 12 tons, piece by
piece, up hill.98

The towers were built about 1,100 feet apart,
or roughly five towers for every mile along the
route. After the foundations were set and the
“topmen had finished ‘hanging’ steel’ for several
miles,” the wire was laid out and hoisted up to the
“clipping-in” crews, who installed the insulators
and fastened the wire to them. Generally, a crew
of 12 topmen could build a tower in one and a
half to two days. The site was then cleaned; every
tower and insulator assembly was inspected; and
the line approved for service.99
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Inspection of the line involved “riding the line” in a “bos’n chair,” whereby the
inspector was harnessed into a seat suspended by a cable from a pulley on
the transmission line about 100 feet above the ground. A rope was attached
to the chair and passed through a pulley on the line and a pulley at the top
of the tower. The rope was then dropped to the ground and held by man
on the ground. The inspector would climb to the top of the tower, secure the
bos’n chair, sit in it, and then secure the safety harness. He would then slowly
slide down the conductor (electrical wire) following the downward sag in the
conductor. When finished, the man on the ground would use the rope to pull
the inspector back to the top of the tower.

Figure 26 – Boardwalk and rail line through the swamp at Troy Meadows.

Figure 27 – Inspector “riding the line” in a “bos’n chair.”

The two sections of the interconnection built by Public Service through New
Jersey met and were linked at the Roseland Switching Station located on a
19-acre parcel along the Passaic River in Essex County. Public Service built
and designed the new switching station and substation at a cost of $6 million.
Construction of the station was begun in the fall of 1927 and was completed in
April 1928.100
Roseland Switching Station was referred to as the “great center of
interconnection.”101 The Station served as the main switching center of the
high-voltage transmission lines of Public Service and served as the point of
contact for the interchange of energy through interconnection with the two
other power companies. Public Service transmitted power from its Roseland
Switching Station and Substation to its West Orange Switching Station, which,
at the time of the PNJ completion, represented the newest point of electrical
supply for Essex County.102
Figure 28 – Roseland Switching
Station.
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Switching stations had transformers for stepping down the voltage from the
transmission lines as well as oil switches and synchronous condensers for the
regulation of voltage and power factor.103 Roseland Switching Station consisted
of outdoor switching equipment that provided six high-voltage transmission
lines of the Public Service system with a 90,000-kilowatt transformer bank for
the Pennsylvania interconnection. The four largest transformers in the world at
that time were installed at Roseland Switching Station, each with a capacity
of approximately 30,000 kilowatts. The transformers were arranged in a bank
of three; the fourth reserved as a spare or backup unit. The transformers were
manufactured by the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company in
Sharon, Pennsylvania. They were so large that special freight cars had to be
built to transport them to New Jersey by rail. The Westinghouse transformers
gained notoriety in the United States and beyond as exemplified by an
Australian newspaper that carried the story:
World’s Largest Transformers
STRENGTHENING of bridges and the lowering of railroad tracks 18in. at
one point to permit clearance were necessary to transport the four largest
electric power transformers ever built from the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing plant at Sharon, Pennsylvania, to Roseland, New Jersey,
near Newark…. Each transformer is 35ft. high, weighs approximately 300
tons, and requires a floor space 22ft. by 23ft. More than 32,000 gallons of
oil are required to fill each transformer. The transformers are rated at
220,000 volts, but were tested at 570,000 volts, the highest test voltage ever
applied to a power transformer. The core and coils in each transformer
contain 63 tons of laminations and 15 tons of copper windings. There are
more than 32 miles of wire in the copper windings in each transformer.
Winding capacity of the four transformers is sufficient to furnish power to
illuminate 6,000,000 40-watt incandescent lamps, the kind most popular
in home illumination in the United States.105

A building held the control room, a shop and oil handling facilities, and space
for a 30,000-kilowatt synchronous condenser.106 A synchronous condenser
adjusts voltage on an electric power transmission line.
Figure 29 – Crew at Roseland Switching Station next to one of the four largest transformers in the world at the time of its installation in 1932.
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TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS
Extending more than 200 miles in circumference, the interconnection formed
an electric pool of 2,250,000 kilowatts of power that was distributed among
the three companies. The agreement provided for the “largest pool of electric
power in the world—3,000,000 horsepower. No interconnection had ever
before been attempted for the transmission of such large blocks of energy by
independently operated companies.”107
Each of the utilities participating in the PNJ joined to provide innovative
solutions for the 220kV transmission system, an undertaking that PSE&G
president Thomas McCarter called “a pioneer achievement.”108 A group of
leading engineers performed a complex battery of tests in the new field of
applied mathematical-electrical theory to determine how to synchronize
power, to evaluate the possibility of high-frequency radio communications
between stations, and to learn the effect of lightning, wind, sleet, and snow
on the transmission towers and lines. Tests of insulators and other equipment

were also conducted in high-voltage laboratories.109 PSE&G provided innovative
solutions to the actual construction of transmission lines, particularly in difficult
terrain. Philadelphia Electric was instrumental in regulating the power along
the high-voltage system and is credited as “the first company to display before its
system operators’ graphic recorders of the output of its generating stations, total
system generation and system frequency.”110 PP&L was instrumental in setting the
standards for tower design, particularly in the northeastern United States.
Prior to the construction of the PNJ transmission ring, high-voltage transmission lines
were not able to withstand the ice storms common in the northeastern United States.
The added weight resulting from ice accumulation regularly toppled transmission
structures and brought down lines.111 Engineers realized that they would need to
overcome problems caused by significant winter storms and found “an elegant
solution” to the sleet and ice problem. This solution involved the modification of the
clamps normally used to hold the conductors firmly to the steel towers so that “under
the line loading and line breakage conditions experienced in sleet storms, the clamps
in the suspension anchor would slip and give the line slack, thereby keeping the tower
from being toppled.” Engineers A.E. Silver and A.C. Clogher explained that:
It was recognized that repair of tower failure is far more serious than repair of
a conductor failure and that a high-strength conductor of the order required, if
firmly attached to the supporting towers of sufficient strength to withstand the
unbalanced pull of one or more broken conductors, would cause these towers to be
excessively heavy and expensive. The conductor attachment therefore incorporates
a clamp designed with a grip adequate for any differential in tension in the
conductor while intact, but which will slip and relieve the tower at an unbalance of
tension well under that which would occur with the conductor broken.112

Figure 30 – Historical photo
showing lightning laboratory at
Wallenpaupack. PP&L, Electric
Bond and Share Co., and GE
conducted a landmark study on
lightning using the WallenpaupackSiegfried 220,000-volt line as
one of the major facilities for the
investigation.
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Alexander C. (A.C.) Clogher
Alexander C. (A.C.) Clogher was a civil engineer who worked for Electric Bond and Share Company (EBASCO) from 1909 through 1958. EBASCO was a holding company formed by General Electric in 1905 and originally sold shares of utility companies. Later known as EBASCO Services, it provided engineering consulting and construction services, including nuclear power plant design. Cogher worked primarily on the company’s hydroelectric projects, designing dams and power stations constructed
by Phoenix Utilities. Arthur E. (A.E.) Silver was an electrical engineer for EBASCO; by 1952 he had retired as an EBASCO executive. In 1951 Silver was awarded the
Lamme Award, a medal awarded to a member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers for “meritorious achievement in the development of electrical apparatus
or machinery.” Established in 1924 by Benjamin Lamme of Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, this medal was awarded to Silver “for his pioneering of
rural electrification by designing the simplified farm-type transformer combined with high voltage, long span and common neutral line construction.”
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voltage electricity) were added to a 24-mile section of the Wallenpaupack
to Siegfried line, which reduced the trip-outs. By the time of the 1930 storm
season, buried tower footing grounding cables were also being added. PP&L’s
lightning study and its innovative solutions to environmental problems helped
to advance the “theory and science of high-voltage transmission networks in
the United States.”113
In 1928 PSE&G undertook the testing of a high-tension tower designed
by company engineers for the 220kV interconnection between Bushkill
and Roseland. Riter-Conley Company, which specialized in the design,
manufacture, and erection of steel plate products, such as transmission towers,
fabricated the tower, which was then shipped to the Windsor, Ontario, plant
of the American Bridge Company for load tests. In the field Public Service
conducted vibration testing on its transmission lines.

Figure 31 – Tower setup for vibration testing conducted by PSE&G, detail.

Figure 32 – Tower setup for vibration testing conducted by PSE&G.

Another milestone in high-voltage transmission line operation came through
a landmark study on lightning undertaken between 1926 and 1930 by PP&L
and other associated engineering firms. The study used the Wallenpaupack
to Siegfried 220kV line as one of its “major facilities for investigation,” and
a laboratory was set up at the Wallenpaupack Power Station. In a paper
presented by PP&L engineers Edgar Bell and F.W. Pack in 1942 before the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers (AIEE), the engineers explained
why “overhead ground wires tower-footing grounding” was determined to
be either cost prohibitive or not considered at all for the construction of the
original line. The Wallenpaupack to Siegfried line was not constructed with
grounding and the “line operated very poorly.” The line experienced 27
lightning trip-outs in 18 months and caused two transformer failures within
four months. In 1927 overhead ground wires (wires that are placed above
the conductors to divert lightning strikes from the conductors carrying high53
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Not only does the PNJ represent the first large-scale interconnection of its
kind in the United States, but it was also a model for technical innovations in
transmission line and tower design. The unprecedented size and scope of the
project required the three member utilities of the PNJ to provide innovative
solutions for tower designs, which later became industry standards. At the
time of its construction in 1929, the Bushkill to Roseland transmission line
received the industry’s top award, the General Electric Company’s Charles
A. Coffin Award, for innovative design and
technical achievements. In their coverage of the
award, Electrical World reported that the PSE&G
distinguished itself:

Figure 33 – General Electric’s
Charles A. Coffin Award.

…for outstanding achievement in creating
a system comprehensive enough to meet
present conditions, elastic enough to care
for the future, plastic enough to assure high
service reliability, economical enough to
provide such service under rate schedules
that stimulate use and provide reasonable
and fair charges to all classes of
customers—operated with full recognition
to public, employees, and stockholders.114
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CHAPTER 5

THE MODERN AGE OF

ELECTRICITY

ELECTRICITY IN THE HOME BETWEEN THE WARS

The first electric power plant capable of bringing electricity into people’s homes, Edison’s
Pearl Street Station in New York, served 85 customers within a square mile. His design
quickly took off and was duplicated around the country. In 1895 another huge milestone
came when George Westinghouse opened the first major power plant that used the
newly developed alternating current power systems, which could transport electricity
more than 200 miles—a huge improvement from Edison’s one mile radius! Fast forward
to 1927 and establishment of the PNJ Interconnection, which provided for large-scale
distribution of power among three separate companies in Pennsylvania and New Jersey
over hundreds of miles, forming the first power pool of its kind in North America.
By 1930 roughly 90 percent of people living in cities and big towns had electricity in
their homes. It was easy for power companies to get electricity to groups living close to
each other. It wasn’t easy or economical to supply power to rural areas. Only about 10
percent of Americans living on farms or in other rural areas had electricity at that time.
The privately owned power companies argued that it would cost them too much money
to bring electric lines to farms that were miles and miles apart. They also felt that the
farmers would be too poor to pay for the services. President Roosevelt did not agree
with this logic, and in 1935 the Rural Electric Administration was established to bring
electricity to rural areas. Within four years electricity in rural areas rose 25 percent.115
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Figure 34 – The Public Service
Building in Newark served as the
company headquarters from 1916
until 1980.
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At the same time utility companies saw the
home market as a way to increase demand for
electricity. As early as the 1890s, utility companies
realized that home use of electricity was an
important factor in the distribution of power
demand. For centralized plants to be effective in
the generation and distribution of electricity, the
periods of peak demand (the times of the day
when the greatest amount of electricity is used)
needed to be distributed throughout the day.

Figure 35 – Electricity in the Home, 1931.

Figure 36 – Advertisements featuring Reddy Kilowatt, the cartoon mascot used to
promote electricity for more than 30 years.

Industry, a major electricity consumer, had their
peak periods during the day, conversely, the
peak demand for domestic customers fell at the
end of the work day and during the evening. So
this meant that all of the power produced by a
handful of key generating stations capable of
making electricity at the lowest cost would be
utilized. During periods of the highest demand,
secondary and generally less efficient plants
would be brought online to provide the additional
power needed.
This untapped home market was a catalyst for
greater revenues for the utility companies and a
much needed means to balance the large capital
improvements being made to generation facilities
and expansion of transmission lines. But how to
reach the residential customer?
The homemaker was the person whom the
utilities needed to reach. In 1917 Public Service
of New Jersey hired their first home economist,
Ada Bessie Swann, to develop a program to
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educate the homemaker on the benefits and uses
of electricity and gas in the home. The concept
evolved from simple cooking instructions to a full
Home Economics Department by 1924.
Public Service took on a staff of home economists
and brought on their first female engineer,
a graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT), to reach the person of greatest
influence in the home—the woman. These
experts in home economics gave instruction
on the improvement of household standards
through demonstrations and lectures at clubs
and organizations, and radio broadcasts. The
intent was to promote home appliances. Over
the course of the next two decades, the home
economics department created a shift in the use of
new appliances from the affluent customer to the
growing middle class. They became instrumental
in the popularization of the use of electricity, which
was previously viewed as expensive and unsafe.
In the 1920s and 1930s, contests and model
houses were used to demonstrate the ease and
benefits of electricity. Public Service arranged
for model homes to be lit with electricity as part
of the National Electric Light Association Home
Light Contest. Displays at company offices included model kitchens. In 1936
a model house was exhibited in a building on Park Place next to Public
Service’s Newark terminal. The exhibit, called The House Practical, was a
completely furnished modern home outfitted with electric lighting, cooking,
heating, and ventilation equipment. The home was built to demonstrate that
use of electricity made a home more attractive and reduced the amount of
domestic labor. An advertisement claimed that the house had 80 different uses
for electricity and gas. The House Practical had seven rooms, a basement,
and a garage with a fully electric utility room, laundry, and kitchen, against a
charming painted suburban backdrop. The rooms of the Georgian-inspired

Figure 37 – Recipe Booklet
distributed by the Home Service
Department at PSE&G.
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home boasted both period furnishings and wellplanned electrical outlets. Additional display
areas featured a variety of home equipment for
heating and cooling, and heating water. Three
kitchen exhibits were arranged for comparison
of an old-fashioned kitchen with a modern gas
kitchen and a modern electric kitchen. The
exhibit was open for about eight months, and
a new House Practical was built for display for
the following year, replacing the earlier House
Practical within the Public Service building. The
new House Practical consisted of a nine-room
house with a basement.116

Figure 38 – This 1953 promotional
booklet by PSE&G featured foods
grown in New Jersey and Blue
Ribbon recipes that illustrated ways
to prepare a variety of fresh fruits
and vegetables.
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Public Service kept abreast with the development
of new products for the home and improvements
to existing products. The company tested, sold,
and installed electrical and gas appliances
to its customers, leading the market in sales
of home appliances. Many homemakers were
introduced to the widening array of appliances
through classes and demonstrations on cooking
and homemaking offered by the utility’s
Home Economics Department. In this way
the homemaker could learn about the timesaving modern appliances available, domestic science, and household
improvements. Commercial offices and advertisements featured companyendorsed products and services.
In addition to sales, electrical companies focused on public relations.
They produced publications and brochures, and participated in public
events. Reddy Kilowatt, a cartoon mascot with distinctive light bulb nose,
lightning bolt limbs and body, and electrical outlet ears, was developed at
the Alabama Power Company by Ashton Collins and first used in 1926. He
was subsequently licensed and used to promote electricity for more than 30
years by 200 utilities, including PSE&G.117 In 1940 Public Service used Reddy
Kilowatt in a 16-page booklet that showed the homeowner how to plan “Reddy
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Boxes” (wall outlets) in different parts of the house. PSE&G would continue to
publish literature promoting the use of electricity until the energy crisis of 19731974. Their efforts were not limited to promotion of gas and electric services,
but included promotion of commerce, industry, and agriculture across the
State of New Jersey. After all, public relations were as important as promotion
and sales. It also encouraged general economic growth in the state, which in
turn created new customers.

ELECTRICAL USE
Even with all of the promotion surrounding electricity, it didn’t truly take
off for use in the domestic market until the 1920s. In areas where electricity
was available, many homes were wired and used electricity for light by the
end of the decade. By 1940, electrical service was available in 79 percent of
homes. As the companies expanded their markets, gas and electric utilities
competed for customers and the consumer was faced with choice between
the two power sources. Where available, gas became the preferred cooking
method by 1930, replacing wood and coal stoves.118 One development during
the Depression years helped the utility companies. In the 1920s middle income
families were more likely to invest in automobiles instead of other major goods
like home appliances. By contrast, when automobile purchase became more
difficult during the slow economic years of the 1930s, households increased
spending on appliances.119
It is hard to imagine that new houses were generally not built to accept a wide
range of electrical appliances until the 1930s; many houses were wired for
lighting only. Even with the new homes constructed during the boom years
of the 1920s, homes lacked adequate electrical systems capable of handling
the variety of new electrical appliances available. To make homes safe for
motorized appliances, the National Electrical Code, established in 1897, was
revised in 1923 with requirements for new types of wiring and distribution
circuits. In 1922, 80 percent of the dwellings in the country had either no
electricity or substandard wiring. About two-thirds of the nation’s dwellings
were not technologically able to be modernized by the installation of basic
wiring for lights and appliances in the 1920s, but by the end of the 1930s, twothirds of homes had this capability and could be modernized with appliances.120
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Electricity transformed the home into a refuge of comfort and convenience.
No longer did activity stop at night because of lack of light; families stopped
congregating at the hearth or by the cookstove to stay warm, and without
open flames requiring supervision, children could pursue activities throughout
the house. The home reflected the increased leisure time available. Basements
were utilized as living space; fathers and sons set up model electric trains,
a popular pastime during the interwar years; and families listened to the
radio. Even during the lean years of the Depression, use of electric lights,
appliances, and motorized toys and tools intensified.121 The modern electric
home emerged as a source of identity for the American family, made possible
by larger pools of power.

GROWTH OF THE INTERCONNECTION
The cooperative arrangement and technological advancements that made
power pooling among PSE&G, Philadelphia Electric Company, and PP&L in
the 1920s and 1930s possible set the standard for high-voltage transmission,
and exchange of energy between companies and states. It established many
of the standards that would continue to be used for the nation’s electrical grid.
Certainly, planning for the demands faced by the utilities was daunting. In
1929 a PSE&G engineer summed up the forecaster’s nightmare by imagining
the load requirements if every light in every home were suddenly turned on, if
every household appliance were plugged in at the same time, if every factory
started up all together, if every elevator in every office and store were running
at the same time, and if every electric streetcar started at once, the result
would be a load demand three and a half times the amount that all of the
generators could supply at full capacity! Of course, this did not happen, but
the summary provided an early understanding of the benefits and importance
of interconnection with neighboring utility companies.122 After all, the success
of the Interconnection and the economy of centralized power generation was
based on balanced load distribution and staggered periods of peak demand.
At the same time Public Service expanded its network of high-tension lines.
Between 1923 and 1929, Public Service invested $151 million in transmission
improvements. The company constructed a 132,000-volt inner ring through
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its northern territory, completed in 1928, and formed a connection with the
transmission systems of Jersey Central Power & Light, New Jersey Power
and Light, Rockland Light and Power (Rockland Electric), and Staten Island
Edison.123 The company’s Transmission Construction Department linked its
southern territory with its northern zone in 1929 with completion of a line
between the Metuchen and Trenton switching stations. The line from Trenton
to Metuchen was completed in a little over six months and provided for
“continuity of service and amply protects the entire territory, north and south.”

Figure 39 – In 1931 PSE&G
had connections with utilities
in Pennsylvania and New York,
providing a power network across its
service area and beyond.

In the decades between 1930 and 1950, the demand for electricity increased
exponentially. During World War II the increase in electrical demand strained
supply because of manufacturing for the war effort. This was followed by the
postwar boom years and higher private consumer demand. Postwar growth
and expansion overwhelmed the electric power industry; construction of new
capacity could not keep up with the increasing demand.
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Figure 40 – PJM Control Center
in 1979.

The members of the PNJ were also overwhelmed despite the access to the
power pool. It was clear that the original PNJ agreement needed to be revised
and additional members brought into the Interconnection. By 1952, when the
original 25-year agreement was to expire, additional satellite companies had
negotiated with the members of the power pool and were reaping the benefits
of the pool without investing in its operations. The Operating Committee
explored changes to the agreement to improve operating conditions and
benefits for all members.

On September 26, 1956, a five-party agreement was signed that added the
Baltimore Gas & Electric Co. and the General Public Utilities (four companies
operating in the Mid-Atlantic region) to the original three partners of the
PNJ. This revision resulted in a new name for the interconnection—the
Pennsylvania-New Jersey (PNJ) Interconnection became the PennsylvaniaNew Jersey-Maryland (PJM) transmission network.124 The new arrangement
provided customers with further assurance that their power supply would be
more efficient and more reliable. It also resulted in a more unified approach
and more cooperation among the member utilities for system planning.125
Technological advancements, such as automated system controls, also created
challenges for the PJM operating and management committees. Sharing
the cost of implementing these controls had to be carefully considered and
established network-wide if they were to be beneficial for the power pool as
a whole. Individual controls on systems might not allow the needed flexibility
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Figure 41 – Keystone mine-mouth
generating station, Shelocta,
Pennsylvania.
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to provide capacity and reserve for the fluctuating needs of the other systems
in the pool. As load requirements to supply greater quantities of electricity
grew, the PJM responded by increasing its high-voltage transmission, and the
Roseland to Bushkill line was increased from 220kV to 230kV transmission. In
1962 the utilities announced plans for an 18-member power interconnection,
construction of 600 miles of 500kV transmission lines, and building two new
mine-mouth power plants in western Pennsylvania and West Virginia. The
plan included the immediate construction of a 500kV East-West interconnection
between New Jersey and Pennsylvania and investment in the first of the two
power plants, the Keystone Generating Station. The project was described as
one of the largest undertaken in the industry.126
The PJM expanded during the mid-twentieth century to include utilities located
in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, and the District
of Columbia, eventually expanding from New Jersey to West Virginia and
northern Illinois. As North America’s largest central energy dispatcher, the
PJM became an RTO, a regional transmission organization, governed by
an independent board that oversees and creates the rules and markets for
electricity exchanges.127

BLACKOUT!!

Figure 42 – View looking east from
Times Square during blackout
featured on the cover of LIFE
Magazine, November 19, 1965.
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Across the nation, the electrical system or network of power as we know it
had developed into today’s basic form by 1940. Utility-controlled organizations
like PNJ, and later PJM, handled every part of the generation, transmission,
and distribution of electricity with few technical industry regulations or
requirements. Although the utilities were regulated monopolies, they operated
independently of other power pools throughout the nation, which meant that
system controls were established at will by the utility companies. Within this
complicated framework, private companies account for nearly 80 percent
of the all of the power sold, through centralized power generation and
distribution within regional transmission networks.128
We have all heard of blackouts and brownouts and are aware of those
appeals, generally made on hot summer days, to reduce electricity usage
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because of higher than normal demands on the power system. Newscasters
and radio announcers ask us to turn down the air conditioning and save
electricity so that the system won’t be overloaded and fail, causing a reduction
in available power, or brownout, or a total loss of power, known as a blackout.
Regional systems of pooling power and centralized generation have many
advantages, such as economy, ability to provide greater quantities of electricity,
and shared costs for plant and transmission, but the system is not without the
occasional flaw. There have been chain reactions where one thing goes wrong,
which sets off the next failure that trips another, so that within seconds one small
incident creates a much larger series of failures that can shut down power to
whole regions.
The first such event, known as the Great Northeast Blackout, happened on
November 9, 1965. Although few PJM customers were affected, this was the
first large-scale blackout in the United States and would have an impact
on trying to prevent such events in the future. The blackout affected the
Northeastern states and two provinces in Canada. According to The New York
Times, the power outage spanned an area of 80,000 square miles where more
than as 25 million people lived and worked. Later estimates would increase
the number of people affected to more than 30 million.
A series of power failures that began at 5:27 p.m. Eastern Standard Time, at
the height of rush hour, turned into a blackout that lasted for about 13 hours.
The greatest impact was to New York, New England, and Ontario, Canada.
About 800,000 riders were stuck on New York City subways; trains came to a
halt; airplanes were left circling, unable to land; and traffic became jammed.
Off-duty policemen, National Guard, and other militiamen were called to duty
or put on alert.129
The blackout started with a faulty relay at the Sir Adam Beck Station on the Ontario
side of Niagara Falls. This failure caused a surge of power south, which overloaded
the systems, and automatic shutdowns ensued throughout the electrical grid,
causing a massive blackout within a matter of minutes.130 Staten Island and those
portions of Brooklyn interconnected with PSE&G did not lose power.
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This was the first major power outage experienced in modern times, and
it caused regulators and utilities alike to reassess the power supplies and
systems throughout the United States. The PJM power pool provided a useful
model of a successful interconnection of independent utilities and systems.
The PJM had been designed to allow each member system to remain
isolated in case of a major failure of a generator, and therefore few parts of
its service area were affected by the 1965 blackout. This was in contrast to
the interconnection of the rest of the Northeast, in which the failure of one
generator could result in interconnection-wide collapse.
Because of the Great Northeast Blackout in 1965, the PJM took steps to prevent
a similar blackout in the PJM region. However, in 1967, less than two years
later, the PJM had its first major blackout. At the time three large system
improvements—the Oyster Creek nuclear station, Keystone Unit 1, and
the Keystone 500kV transmission line—planned to be operational before
the beginning of the summer period of high demand, were delayed. The
interconnection was entering the summer season with low, if not inadequate
reserves. On June 5 an overload of the lines about 17 miles from the Plymouth
Meeting substation caused cascading failures that resulted in system shutdowns
and a separation of the eastern area from the rest of the interconnection. The
event began shortly after 10 o’clock in the morning, and by 3 o’clock in the
afternoon 80 percent of the load to the affected area had been restored.131

On August 14, 2003, the country experienced its largest blackout. Power was
interrupted across parts of Ohio, Michigan, New York, Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Vermont, and the Canadian provinces
of Ontario and Quebec. It was estimated that some 50 million people were
affected by the blackout. Most had power restored within hours, but it took two
days to restore power in some areas of the United States, and parts of Ontario
continued to have rotating blackouts for as long as two weeks.133 As with the
Great Northeast Blackout of 1965, most of the PJM transmission operations area
remained operational and was not affected by the blackout. The outages did
cause grid separation, and a small portion of the PSE&G New Jersey zone
electrically separated from the Eastern Interconnection.

In 1969 and 1970, a different pattern would emerge when demand escalated
well beyond load requirement estimates and new capacity lagged behind
service dates. One of the most notable events happened on Thursday, July 17,
and Friday, July 18, 1969, when exceptionally hot weather and high humidity
caused a 40 percent increase in the electrical base load over the requirements
of the previous week of cool weather. The first day, to stabilize demand,
all nonessential station use was cut and customers voluntarily reduced
power usage. Friday began with a 10 percent reduction in available power
because of equipment failures. The curtailment measures of the previous
day were repeated, however, and radio and television appeals went out to
customers asking them to reduce their electricity usage further. By the start
of the afternoon, the interconnection lost power from two units, followed by
loss of one its 230kV tie lines. Restoration took between 10 and 30 minutes and
curtailment was canceled later that day.132
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CHAPTER 6

MEETING NEW

CHALLENGES

A NEW DAWN
During the years following World War II, New Jersey experienced rapid growth. Between
1940 and 1960, the state’s population increased 50 percent and the number of jobs
increased by more than 400,000, or 25 percent—twice the national rate. The rush to the
suburbs was on. Farmers sold out to developers, receiving three to four times the going
rate per acre for farmland. New houses sprang up across the state, with the largest
population shifts in Middlesex, Monmouth, and Bergen counties.134 By the end of the 1950s,
one-quarter of the single-family homes across the country were less than 10 years old.135
The explosion in new construction was not limited to residential development.
Development as a whole continued through the decades following World War II,
forever changing New Jersey’s landscape. The state attracted new industry, research
laboratories, and corporate campuses. Soon New Jersey was the sixth most populous
state in the country.136
With increasing economic prosperity came an expansion of consumer products
industries. Homes, office buildings, stores, and factories needed greater quantities
of electricity. Growth in the demand for electricity continued to rise by about seven
percent per year and generally doubled each decade.137
69
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Salem was the first nuclear power venture by
PSE&G in New Jersey.140 Each of the nuclear
reactors at Salem could produce 1,100,000
kilowatts.141 The company believed that at least
half of the country’s electric power would be
supplied by nuclear energy by the year 2000.142
PSE&G also invested in expansion of Philadelphia
Electric’s Peach Bottom Generating Station, a
nuclear facility on the Susquehanna River in
Pennsylvania near the Maryland border. In 1975
PSE&G received 15 percent of their electricity from
Peach Bottom.143
By the 1970s nuclear power was no longer viewed
as the savior of power generation but as a
potential threat to the environment.144 Amidst the
controversy surrounding nuclear power, PSE&G
was already increasing its nuclear generation
at the Artificial Island site on the Delaware. A
second unit was added at Salem and one of the
two planned reactors was built at the Hope Creek
Nuclear Generating Stations. Both facilities share
the 740-acre Artificial Island Site.

Figure 43 – Aerial view of the Salem
Generating Station, 1977.

While new plants were being added, generation and transmission systems
continued to be strained to capacity, adding to the possibility of blackouts.
PSE&G looked to new technologies to fill the void.
One answer was nuclear power. In the 1950s and 1960s, the technology that
had brought mass destruction became the star of the future. Through nuclear
power generation, large, seemingly endless quantities of electricity were
possible at low prices.138 In the 1960s PSE&G had plans for nuclear generation
in New Jersey and a site was acquired in Salem County along the Delaware
River. For the venture PSE&G partnered with three other utilities in the PJM
Interconnection. In January 1968 fieldwork began for the Salem Nuclear
Generating Station.139 The first reactor at Salem was brought online on
December 25, 1976, and began commercial service in 1977.
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Figure 44 – The Second Sun was a former ferry boat reconditioned for use as an
educational center. The boat traveled from the Delaware at the Salem Generating
Station on New Jersey’s waterways as a floating information center attended by
the state’s schoolchildren.

Figure 45 – Educational comic book distributed to schoolchildren
who visited the Second Sun.

PSE&G had provided educational venues to its
customers since the 1920s and 1930s, whether
demonstrations, booklets, brochures, or exhibits. As
it had with home use of electricity decades earlier,
Public Service began educational programs to
inform the public about nuclear power. The Second
Sun, a former ferry boat, was reconditioned for use
as an educational center. The boat traveled from
the Delaware at the Salem Generating Station on
New Jersey’s waterways as a floating information
center attended by the state’s schoolchildren. Each
child received an educational comic book on
nuclear power as part of their visit.
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To coincide with this new age of power and a
commitment to the environment, PSE&G changed
its triangle-in-a-circle logo to an orange sunburst in
1971, reflecting their commitment to nuclear power
and a healthy environment. The sunburst logo was
introduced in a cartoon by Henry Martin.145
Today PSE&G services almost three quarters of the
population of New Jersey with approximately 2.2
million electric customers in over 300 communities,
including New Jersey’s six largest cities.146

Figure 46 – In 1971, PSE&G replaced
the triangle-in-a-circle logo with the
now well-known orange sunburst
– reflecting their commitment
to nuclear power and a healthy
environment. Cartoonist Henry
Martin depicted the new logo as a
light illuminating a new day.

HIGH-WIRE ACT: SUSQUEHANNA-ROSELAND
RELIABILITY PROJECT
We use electricity every day and most likely give little thought to what
electricity is or where it comes from. More than 100 years ago, Charles W. Eliot
wrote this inscription located at Union Station in Washington, D.C., “Electricity:
carrier of light and power, devourer of time and space; bearer of human
speech over land and sea; greatest servant of man—yet itself unknown.”147
The inscription continues to be relevant—our flat-screen televisions, computer
monitors, air conditioning, heat, stoves, and even some cars require electricity.
We search, text, and tweet, thanks to devices that use electricity. To continue
to provide the electricity we depend on to power our homes, businesses, and
devices, PSE&G and its neighbors are looking to the future and how to meet
that demand.

Utilities, PSE&G began construction of the new line
in 2012. The process began with deconstruction of
towers, which started October 1, 2012; the first new
tower was built in February 2013.
The wide, metal lattice towers originally used
along the Roseland to Bushkill Transmission Line
will be replaced by tall, lattice towers and sleek
monopoles. The method of construction of the new
towers will also change. Unlike the late 1920s and
early 1930s, when accessibility and rough terrain
was overcome by manpower, drays, and teams
of oxen, horses, or mules, modern equipment can
be used to reach most locations. Construction
of the original towers required physical labor
to clear the right-of-way, move materials, and
build the towers. Today construction can be
accomplished using high-tech equipment. Conventional construction methods
utilize a crane, bucket truck, and linemen to erect the towers. A new method
utilizes helicopters, commonly used for transmission projects where it is more

Figure 47 – Above and Below,
Conventional construction: crane,
bucket truck, and linemen erect a
new monopole in Montville.

More than 80 years after the Roseland to Bushkill transmission line’s completion,
it will be replaced by a new high-voltage line. Plans to upgrade the region’s
high-voltage transmission system began in 2007. A new, 500kV transmission line
was approved by the PJM Board on June 22, 2007, to run 135 miles from PPL’s
Susquehanna nuclear station in Salem Township, Pennsylvania, to PSE&G’s
switching station in Roseland, New Jersey. The PSE&G section will extend 45
miles along the existing Roseland to Bushkill right-of-way from the Delaware
River to Roseland and include construction of a new switching station in
Hopatcong, Morris County. With approval from the New Jersey Board of Public
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practical to approach the job from the air. Kim
Hanneman, Vice President Delivery Projects and
Construction at PSE&G, phrased it this way: “The
Air-Crane is the modern-day solution to animal
and man transportation.”148
Helicopters reduce the company’s environmental
footprint since they eliminate the need to put
down matting to protect the ground before
trucks and equipment are moved into an area.
In challenging locations of the SusquehannaRoseland Reliability Project, helicopters are
being used to reduce impacts to the ground and
environment. The use of helicopters drastically
lowers the number of temporary access roads
needed for the project and greatly reduces
the width of other access roads, which saves
a significant number of trees, and preserves
species, wetlands, and hiking trails.149

Figure 48 – Conventional
Construction: lattice tower at Lake
Mohawk.
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For construction of the Bushkill to Roseland 500kV
line, three different sizes of helicopter cranes are
being used. The smallest, an MD 500, is used
to clip the existing lines so that the towers can
be taken down. The AS 360 Super Puma is a
medium-size utility helicopter that can carry modest loads, such as heavy
duty matting and other supplies. Medium and small helicopters will also
fly materials and personnel along the right-of-way to their respective work
locations. The largest of the helicopters used is the Erickson S64F Air-Crane.
The 25,000-pound Air-Crane is specially designed to lift large loads up to
20,000 pounds and is big enough to carry tower sections. The Air-Crane has
three pilots, two that face front and a third pilot that faces the rear. From this
vantage point the rear pilot has full view of the cargo, which is suspended
from the helicopter by a cable. When the helicopter nears the construction
site, the rear pilot takes over control of the aircraft—he flies the helicopter and
controls the “set” or placement of the object being carried. When he is done
and the object is in place, the front pilots resume control of the aircraft.
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Figure 49 – MD 500 Helicopter.

Figure 50 – Kim Hanneman, Vice President-Delivery Projects and Construction
(left), John Ribardo, Director of Transmission Projects-Delivery Projects and
Construction, Project Manager for the Susquehanna-Roseland Transmission project
(center), and Travis Harrold, Air-Crane Pilot (right) stand in front of an Erickson
Air-Crane.

Not everything delivered by helicopter is suspended by a cable as it’s flown
to its destination. Delivery can take three forms: general delivery; long
line; and precision sets. The long line method is delivery of the loads slung
passively by “long-line” cables suspended beneath the aircraft and brought
to a location. A precision set is the most difficult of the delivery methods. The
load is suspended by a cable and carried to the site. Once there, it is gently
positioned to align with the structure and is set in place ready to be attached.
Precision sets are generally used for what are called the legs, arms, and body
parts of a tower.
When an Air-Crane is used for construction of the towers, the men at the tower
site who are ready to receive the segment being delivered are called a “catch
crew.” Lattice towers require a catch crew of six to 12 men, and the catch crew
for monopole construction consists of four to eight men. The crew are called
linemen when conventional construction methods with a crane are used.
The topography dictates the tower type and method used for construction of
the towers—lattice or monopole towers and whether conventional construction
with a crane is used or whether a helicopter is used. The Air-Crane can
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reach difficult locations and is a much faster
method of construction. At Troy Meadows on the
Bushkill to Roseland line, it took only 63 minutes
to deconstruct (take down) seven towers. The new
monopoles at Troy Meadows were constructed in
about three and a half days with minimal impacts
to the wetlands. As with the original construction,
a boardwalk was built so that the crew could
access the tower locations.

Figure 51 – Air-Crane construction: lattice towers at Lake Denmark.

Figure 52 – The tallest tower constructed on the new 500kV line is at Lake
Denmark. The tower is 240 feet tall and accessed by a boardwalk painted green
to blend with the environment. The tower at Lake Denmark was also constructed
using the Air-Crane.

Stringing the conductors and ground wires is
accomplished by a stringing machine or by
helicopter. A light-weight feeder line known as
a “sock line” is flown by helicopter from one
tower to the next and is threaded into place. In
simple terms the sock line is then attached to the
conductor so that it can be pulled through the
span. Multiple lengths of conductor are generally
required to complete a span are temporarily
spliced together to string the line. Once strung,
the permanent slicing is done, the line is properly
connected to the insulators, and the sag is
adjusted so that the conductor has the proper
amount tension and is the correct distance from
the ground.

its low space requirements and high reliability.
The majority of the equipment is contained inside
a new building, 175 feet long by 90 feet wide.
The major portion of the building is 50 feet tall
and contains the GIS equipment; the control
room portion of the building is 20 feet tall. The
transmission lines are carried to the station by
structures 120 feet tall.
Construction is planned to be completed in June
2014 and the line energized in June 2015. The
Susquehanna-Roseland Reliability Project is the
first 500kV transmission project undertaken by
PSE&G in 30 years.

Figure 54 – Hopatcong Switching Station under construction.

Figure 53 – “Legs, arms, and body parts” used to assemble lattice towers fill the
Tilcon Fly Yard located in the Township of Rockaway (Tilcon Mt. Hope Quarry).

Figure 55 – Aerial View of Hopatcong Switching Station.

A new 500kV GIS switching station was built
in the Borough of Hopatcong, Sussex County,
midway between Bushkill and the Roseland
station as part of the Susquehanna-Roseland
Reliability Project. Completed in 2013, the
“Hopatcong Switch” is located on a 6.5-acre
site near the Weldon Quarry where the new
Susquehanna-Roseland 500kV circuit crosses an
existing 500kV circuit. The area needed for the
switching station was reduced by the use of Gas
Insulated Switchgear (GIS) equipment, known for
77
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RELIABLE POWER NOW AND INTO THE FUTURE
It has been suggested that the greatest accomplishment of the twentieth
century was to generate and harness electricity. Over the course of the
past century, we have become dependent on electricity, and our use of this
power wonder continues to increase. In the decade between 1995 and 2005,
consumption rose 30 percent. In many ways, however, power generation and
distribution reflect systems implemented in the 1950s and 1960s.150

Figure 56 – Path of the
Susquehanna-Roseland 500kV
Reliability Project.

More than ever before, electrical distribution
systems have been joined, crossing state,
regional, and national borders. The PJM
Interconnection is one example. This RTO is
responsible for planning the transmission
system and coordinating movement of wholesale
electricity in all or parts of Delaware, Illinois,
Indiana, Kentucky, Maryland, Michigan, New
Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia, and the
District of Columbia.151 The coordination of
this vast wholesale energy market, involving
multiple independent utility companies and their
infrastructure, makes PJM “North America’s
largest centralized electricity dispatcher.”152 The
PJM looks at and assesses what is needed to ensure reliability of electricity
supplies in a region of approximately 214,000 square miles with a population
of approximately 60 million.153 More importantly, with some 900 buyers
and sellers participating in the PJM markets, it has aided in improved
industry standards for large-scale interconnections, power transmission,
generation, and effective distribution regulation in the power industry. It is
also responsible for “increased efficiency, reliability, consumer savings, and
investments in the transmission grid.”154
The $1.2 billion Susquehanna-Roseland Reliability Project is an example of
these improvements and relationships between companies within the PJM. As
a joint project between PSE&G and PPL Electric Utilities, based in Allentown,
Pennsylvania, both participants in the PJM Interconnection, this new 500kV
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high tension distribution line is one segment in the broader PJM utility network.
The 500kV lines will help maintain reliability of the grid and enable PSE&G
and other utilities to continue to meet the increasing demand for safe, reliable
electric service. Meeting future electric demand will also ensure New Jersey’s
economic growth.
Much has transpired since the initial three-party PNJ Interconnection, the
predecessor of the PJM, was formed in 1927. The number of utilities that are
in the PJM has increased throughout the late twentieth century as well as
the territory served. Regulation has also evolved. In part the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) regulates interstate commerce of energy,
wholesale sales of electricity, and reliability of the grid. In the United States
electric utilities that engage in interstate commerce fall under FERC authority.
The North American Reliability Corporation (NERC) sets standards that
include not only the United States but also Canada, ensuring that exchange of
power with utilities outside the United States meets the same standards.

Figure 57 – The PJM and adjoining
systems in 1972.
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The PJM Interconnection Association, created to administer the power pool,
was established in 1993. This marked the beginning of the transition from a
utility owned and operated regional organization to a completely independent
organization operating the entire PJM system. In 1997 PJM became the first
fully functional Independent Systems Operator (ISO) in the United States. ISOs
are generally formed on a voluntary basis. They were established in response
to a 1996 act known as the “open access” rule, enacted to coordinate fair
and standardized regulations. The open access rule required transmission
owners to offer comparable transmission service to others in a way that is
nondiscriminatory. Its intent was to provide buyers access to all sources of
generation regardless oif ownership.

Figure 58 – The History of PJM.
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In 2001 PJM changed from an ISO to a Regional Transmission Organization
(RTO) and became the first fully functioning RTO in the United States
designated by FERC.155 RTOs are formed by the approval of FERC. An RTO
is “An entity that is independent from all generation and power marketing
interests and has exclusive responsibility for grid operations, short-term
reliability, and transmission service within a region.”156 In the areas where
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an RTO is established, it coordinates, controls, and monitors the high-voltage
transmission system; makes sure that power generation is sufficient to meet
demand; and plans and coordinates transmission additions and upgrades.
The PJM remains profit neutral.
The PNJ Interconnection paved the way for utility power pool innovations in
the United States. The original PNJ agreement, along with its technological
innovations, remains at the forefront of the PJM’s operations and is one of the
major frameworks for policy and regulations that shaped and developed
the modern electric power industry and its standards. The PNJ agreement
illustrated a successful coordination of for-profit private utilities working
together to create a mutually beneficial power system: a large power grid that
ultimately benefited not only each utility but also their customers, providing
more reliable electricity to more customers at a lower rate than the companies
could offer individually.
Although the electric power industry
has developed rapidly since the
construction of the PNJ, the historic
PNJ transmission ring and right-ofway remain intact, slicing through
a heavily populated region and
representing a major accomplishment
and innovation in the development
of modern electrical transmission
and distribution. The PNJ agreement
proved to the world that power
could be transmitted efficiently and
economically between autonomous
entities to the benefit of producer and
consumer alike. The lessons of the PNJ
changed the electric power industry
and continue to influence industry
practices and regulations today.

Figure 59 – The PJM service area,
2012.
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